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THE PRESIDENT IS ALL RIGHT; A

TO FUEL PLANT

NUMliEH 271

LEAPED THRO
PLATE GLASS

GOOD AND GREAT MAN.

LARGE-HEARTE- D!

PATRICK FAILS

May Cause the Shutting

OF NEW TRIAL

Window to Death on the Court of Appeals Denied

Down of Several Large

Jackson, Widow of the
Great Confederate General, in an Exclusive

So Writes Mrs. Stonewall

Smelters.

Sidewalk Four
ies Below.

Article for This Newspaper.

WAS A GOULD CORPORATION

Motion Made

Stor-

David Hill.

TRYING TO ESCAPE ARREST OLD

Jackson, erals Lee and Jackson proved that he
U of the true metal.
(Written expressly for Tli Evening
The president's wife made as faCitizen.)
vorable an Impression upon the laIn President Roosevelt's itinerary dies as any first lady of the land
through the south he lias probably could, being cultured and gracious,
made no more pleasing impression womanly and responsive to all the
anywhere than upon the town of Char- eager attention
showered upon her.
lotte, N. C.
It was lovely to see how the ladies
Although his stop with us was all and children crowded around her, and
minutes), how kindly and sweetly she received
too brief (only forty-fiv- e
our people gave him a grand and en- them.
thusiastic welcome and ovation, and
My faithful old cook was perhaps
certainly
he captivated those who
most elated person in the parlor
were fortunate enough to meet him the
of my simple little home, as she handliy his own exceedingly cordial and ed
the first lady of the land a glass
gracious manner,
of water, and she told me afterwards
I bad been honored in being plaeeu
was the
folks In
at the head of a delegation of ladies that "we
as nobody else had the presito receive Mrs. Roosevelt, and when I town,
was presented to his excellency I dent's wife in their houses."
happy to
was both surprised andi overwhelmed
. 1. i' It made all Charlotte
at tne warmtn ana exuberance oi m have this brtef and inspiring visit
greeting. He expressed so much ad- from the president and his charming
miration for my husband, and so much wife, and especially was the town deJoy at meeting his wife holding my lighted when he affirmed his belief in
hand so tenderly and yet reverently the genuineness of the Mecklenburg
Our
of lndependence(
that my whole heart was deeply declaration
touched, and when he spoke of his. people think now, with such distinguished
and unquestioned Indorsepleasure in appointing my grandson
to a cadetslilp at West Point, and ment, that no one can ever doubt that
as "a splendid Mecklenburg county did declare her
him
complimented
young fellow," he struck the tenderest independence against Great Britain
on the 20th of May, 1775.
cords of a very grateful heart.
May his excellency long live to be
Yes, I am sure the president is all
good
and a blessing and a power for great good
right a
great man. His noble tributes to Gen to this grand country of ours.

by

WILL

LAWYER

SWING

By Mrs. Thoi. J. (Stonewall)

And Supplied AH the Smelt-

ers in the ialt Lake
Valley.
TAFT COtS TONIGHT FOR PANAMA

Salt Lake, Utah. Oct. 27. A loss
estimated at $2im,(hio was caused by a
fire In the plant of the L'tah Fuel com
pany, a Gould corporation, at Sunny-side- ,
The company's great
Utah.
coal crushers, which supply the coal
for the coke ovens, were destroyed.
All the big .smelt era in Salt I.ake val
ley receive their coke from Sunny
side, and the fire seriously affects
the smelting industry. None of the
smelters have over ten days' supply
of coke on hand, while some have not
more than five days' supply. Telegraphic orders have been sent for sup
piles to eastern companies, but It Is
believed a shut down of some of the
smelters cannot be avoided.

large-hearte-

BIRTHDAY WITHOUT
HIS

PRESENCE

MUCH ATTENTION

COUNSEL FOR PLAINTIFFS HAS
NOT YET FINISHED INTRODUCING EVIDENCE, AND CASE MAY
OCCUPY ANOTHER WEEK.
,

MURDO

THI3 PICTURE OF 'MHi "STONEWAIX" JACKSON WAS TAKEN
OK YEVRS AGO, BUT IS THE LAST ONE SHE SAT FOR.

NAVAL ASSISTANT

STRENUOUS LIFE

n
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PRESIDENT

SUFFICIENT
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ON WAY TO
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Oct. 27.
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Secretary Banaparte Lays Out
Program For His
Second.

Ship West Virginia.

to

MISS

MACKENZIE

MAKES

CONGRESSIONAL PROPHESY.
Chicago, Oct. 27. The rival Interstate commerce law conventions reStelnway
sumed their sessions
in
hall and iStudebaker hall today. In
regular convention, Murdo
MacKenzle, of Trinidad, Colo., president of the American Stock Growers'
association, predicted that congress
at its next session would adopt radical railroad rate legislation,' which
will surprise the most ardent supporters of president Roosevelt's policy.

NUMBER

Lighter Magnolia Run Down by Big Fruit
and Beached. Ivy Then Conveyed Party

The celebrated Washington mine BUT OTHERS WILL OBStRVE IT
cade, which has been to the New Mexico supreme court twice, and to the
United States supreme court, and
Forty-seveNew York, Oct. 27.
which has been remanded back to the years ago, today, on October 271858,
Second Judicial district court for re
hearing, hua occupied tho attention President Roosevelt was born In the
of Judge Ira A.' Abbott in chambers, house bearing the number 28,' ou East
all week, and the prospect are that Twentieth street, in this city. Presithe case will continue through next dent Roosevelt being on his way from
week.
Nw Orleans to Norfolk, Va., on board
The past week has been occupied of the cruiser West Virginia, he will
hearing testimony of witnesses
loi be unable to spend his birthday with
the plaintiff, iMrs. Lockbart, who is his family, as he has been in the habit
suing the Washington Mining com- of doing for many years, nor will he
pany for the possession of mining be able to be present at anyof the
property held by that concern in the celebrations arranged In honor of the
and known as the day.
Cochitl district,
Wasniugton mine'. The property ts
The Roosevelt Home Club, which
valued at $200,000 or more, and Is con- was organized on October 12. 1904,
sidered one of the richest mining by twenty-fivadmirers of the presiproperties in New Mexico. The case dent, will celebrate the day by a banhas been in the courts for many quet which will be given tonight in
years.
the room of the old Roosevelt home,
It Is expected that the taking of where the president was born forty-sevetestimony of witnesses for the deyears ago. The president had
fendant company will be commenced been Invited to be the guest of honor,
next week. Some of these witnesses but. of course, could not come.
have to come from a great distance,
The club Is determined to preserve
one coming from California and an the house in which President Roose
other from Idaho.
velt was horn and to maintain It as a
The case is developing into a leeai national landmark.
The club now
The numbers about three hundred
battle of no small magnitude.
is represented by Attorney bi,Tfs anrt applications for membership
H. B. Ferguson, while Attorneys W. are received daily from all parts of
H. Childers and E. W. Dohson appear, tne COUntry.
L. P. Glasel is president
as counsel for the defendant company, f tne .iui,f and Arthur Fuller the
j
historian. Many prominent friends
-'
SECRETARY TAFT IS NOT
Jl
O'lU
inn n 'iiiift " '
delivered.
will
dresses
le
READY TO RESIGN

PREDICTED

d

Ship
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Tiatal Day
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FROM DEATH IN A COLLISION

President Can't be at Home

LAWS

Chicago, Oct. 2,7. Leaping through
a plate glass window, headlong, four
stories to the street, to evade arrest
on a warrant charging conspiracy
who
fraud, Adolph Perliohner,
conducted a real estate and loan busi-Janness, was dashed to instant death on
the pavement below, today. When
the police appeared with a warrant for
ills arrest Perbohner .hurled himself
through the window, apparently over
whelmed with but ono Idea escape.

PRESIDENT'S NARROW ESCAPE

WASHINGTON MINI: CASE
ATTRACTING

RADICAL

bon-tone-

SECRETARY WILL MAKE
PERSONAL INSPECTION.
Waphingtcn. D. C, Oct. 27. Secretary of War Taft will leave Washington tonight for Hampton Roads, and
from there he will sail for Panama.
He will make comprehensive personal investigation of conditions at
Panama, and inform himself at first
hands of'the needs of the canal, which
will be presented to congress.

Interstate

Commerce Treaty Making With China
Will be Postponed Till
Law Conventions Were
in Session.
Congress Meets.

Both

A

Tvr

and take
lighthouse tender Magnolia, with Pres- - under full head to the ace
ident Roosevelt on boara, was in coi- - me presiueiu. mui pany io
Safe on Board at Last
lislon with the fruit steamer Esparta
The presideiit went aboard the cruishortly after midnight. No one was
ser West Virginia at 9:40 this morn
hurt.
ing. The cruiser got under way a
How News Was First Learned.
few minutes later.
The first news of the accident
Fuller Particulars Given.

TO KEEP HIM

BUSY

Washington. I). C, Oct. 27.
By
order of the Secretary of the Navy
Charles J. Bonaparte, that section of
defining tue
the na.Y legulatiisns,
dutibs of the Assistant Secretary of
the Navy, have been materially modified. Under the new rule the assJst-an- t
secretary of the navy will be required to visit every first class ship
and every naval station on the Atlantic coast each year, and, If he can find
Any time, outside of these trips, he Is
expected to go to the Pacific coast
and Inspect the ships and stations
there. Confidential nd oral reports
are to be made to the secretary. The
new regulation does not say how
much of his time he shall be Acting
Secretary of the Navy, but it doea
give his other duties in detail. The
assistant secretary Is to determine
all matters of naval militia,' what
loans or gifts of public property in the
possession of the navy shall La given
to it, and what services of ships in
commission or of officers and men in
the marine corps shall be granted in
connection with the state, municipal
or private functions; repairs to ships,
advertising and the newspapers which
shall be employed to that end. He Is
also to Investigate the personal character of every applicant for a ositlon
In tiie marine or pay corps, and wherever else In the navy appointments
are made from civil life, and make
confidenial reports to the secretary.
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CONDITIONS

1

NOT YET MATERIALLY IMPROVED

TO

WASHINGTON

Albany, N. Y., Oct. 27. The court
today denied the motion
for another trial In'
the case of Albert T. Patrick, con-an- d
vlcted of murder in the first degree,
under sentence of death, for tho
killing. In 190O, of W. M. Rice, an
aged millionaire. The motion was
made on October 2, by former United
States Senator David B. Hill.
of appeals
for

TO RENEW TREATY
ON CHINESE EXCLUSION.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 27. It Is
understood that all efforts at treaty-makin- g
FAILED

between the United States
and China will await Uie action of
congress, In the matter of attending
to the Chinese exclusion act, in accordance with an expected recommendation of President Roosevelt In
his next annual message. So far,
there hag been utter failure on the
part of the two government to get
together on the provisions of a new

treaty.

ROOSEVELT
HURRIES TO WASHINGTON.
DIAMOND MINING
. New
York,
Oct. 27. Miss Alice
Roosevelt, who arrived here last
IN OLD KENTUCKY night, after her trip across the continent, left for Washington over the
Pittsburg, Pa.. Oct. 27.
The direc- Pennsylvania railroad at 11:1$ this
tors of the Kentucky Diamond Mlnlngf morning,
;.
Development company, have received
an offer of David Draper, of Johannes- INTER-CIT- Y
GOLF
burg, South Africa, to develop the
lands in Elliott county, Ky., belonging
MVrCHFORCUP
to tho company, and supposed to con- tntn VAlllAhlrt rilnmnnri lioQrtnir rip.
Ne
York, Oct. 27.
The Intercity
nosit. nf KimheriitB Mr nm nor ro- cently made a careful examination of Oolf match, for the Lesley cup. be- vye emu,
the lands in question and was highly resentfng " " Metropolitan
the
Golf asso- enthusiaatlo over the prospects of
c,atKm- - lne uoit Association oi fnn
flndlng rich deposits
the
diamond
of
bearing mineral t In Elliott county. It adelptna, and the Massachusetts Golf
aasociatlon, opened this morning, on
is stated that several parties have
to P'lt J100,00') each lib? the he links of the Garden City Oolf
venture of digging for KioibertUe on club. I'ntW tte teiuib of the contekt
association is represented 'by a
the lands belonging to the Diamond each
team composed ' of players who are
Alining company.
bona fide residents of the districts
associacovered by the respective
NEW RAILROAD IS
PROPOSED IN EAST tions and members la good standing
belonging to the competing
Pittaburg, Pa., Oct. 27.
J. V. of clubs
At the opening this
Thompson of Unlontown, Pa., D, P. associations.
morning a targe gallery was present.
Maroney, and a number of New York An
Interesting and spirited contest la
capitalists has, organized a new com- expected.
pany, undor the name of the Union-tow- n
& Wheeling Short Line, which
DIED IN AN INSANE ASYLUM
Is to build a new railroad from Union-towFayette county, to Wheeling,
W. Va. It Is sMted that all necessary SUCH IS THE REPORT FROM SAN
detail has been completed to begin
FRANCISCO
ABOUT
SOLOMON
the work and that within eighteen
BLOCK.
months the congested Connellslle
district will have a much needed outThe Citizen this morning was inThe line will pass formed that Solomon Block died In an
let to Pittsburg.
through Greene county. Pa., opening Insane asylum near San Francisco.
up a territory bltherto untouched by
For many years the deceased was
railroads, and tapping about 100,000 a successful general merchant and
acres of the best coal territory In shoep raiser at Grants, Valencia counwestern Pennsylvania.
ty, 'but disposed of his business to the
Bibo Mercantile company, and then
ACRES
TO
ANCESTRAL
moved to this city, where his chilBE SOLD BY HEIRS dren could have tho benefits of the
The extensive public schools.
New York, Oct. 27.
estate, comprising
Van Cortlaudt
Several years ago, on his healtn
about B00 acres of land and buildings failing him, he was advised to seek
at
has been the lower altitude of California, and
company. he finally located at San Francisco,
sold to the
The property was granted to the Van where he has relatives and friends.
Corllandt family by King William III, He leaves a wife and three children.
and not a square inch of It has ever
been sold. The original grant, signed FIFTEEN ROUND FIGHT
NEW ENGLAND CHAMPION
by the king, still hangs In a frame on
Biddeford," 'Me., Oct. 27.
tho walls of the old manor bouse.
Jimmy
The sellers were Catherine T. K. Brlggs of Chelsea and Arthur Cote, a
Matthews and Anne H. Van Cortlaudt, local boxer, will fight a battle here tothe sole surviving heirs of the family. night under the auspices of a number
They only retain the manor and about of sports from this part of tho stale.
thirty acres of land.
The fight will come off before the
new Biddeford Club, which was reSt. Louis Wool.
cently organized. The fight will be
St. Iiuls, Mo., Oc 27. Wool mar- of fifteen rounds, for the championket, steady and unchanged.
ship of New England.

reached New Orleans by telephone
U. S. Flagship West Virginia, (Via
early this morning, coming In the
by Wireless.) At U o
shape of an appeal for help from Cap- New Orleans
last evening, through confusion
tain Rose, of the Esparta. He gave clock
no detalis, but said the Magnolia was of signals, the fruit steamer Esparta
with the lighthouse tender
ashore. Two tugs were sent at full collided
conveying Presl
speed, but in the meantime the presi- Magnolia, which was
Roosevelt, Secretary Loeb and
dent's party got In communication dent
Rlxey to the cruiser West
with the lower part of the river where Surgeon
Virginia. The rail and port bow of
the lighthouse tender Ivy was lying. the
Magnolia were damaged, and two
The Ivy Immediately got under way or three
holeB were made in the vessel
and covered the forty miles In fast below the
water line. No one was
time. President Roosevelt, Secretary hurt.
Loeb and Surgeon Rixey, with their
The Magnolia, immediately on bebaggage, were at once transferred to
ing
struck was beached high and dry.
way
to
the Ivy and proceeded on their
After careful examination of the ves
the West Virginia.
sel. it was evident there was no dam
The Journey Continued.
age and the president and his party
losescape
narrow
from
After the
went to bed. Major Craighlll, of the
ing his life in the early morning col- United States engineers, was abroard
lighthouse
tender the Magnolia. His ship Ivy had prelision, In which the
Magnolia, on which he was traveling, ceded the Magnolia, and was some diswas so much damaged that he had to tance ahead. A boat was immediately
abandon her, Presidena 'Roosevelt Is put ofT for the nearest t"legraphone,
now safe on board the lighthouse ten- about one mile and a half away, and
der Ivy. which is carrying him down an order was given to head off the Ivy
the Mississippi to the armored cruiser off the pilot station, and have her reWest Virginia. Neither the president turn for the president and party. Tho
FARAWAY MINNESOTA
nor any member of his party was in- transfer was made at 3 o'clock this
STATES POSITIVELY THAT H E
JOINS IN HONORING jured
in the accident. Details of the morning. The vessel got under way THINK THAT GRINDELL
HAS NO SUCH INTENTION, AND!
In honor accident are not complete,
Paul, Minn.. Oct. 27.
but imme- Immediately and the West Virginia
STAY
WHERE of St.
TO
DESIRES
President Roosevelt's
diately after It happened, hurry orders was boarded on schedule time.
PARTY HAS PERISHED
"fc ,s- birthday, the Roosevelt Club, of this
ity, will give a banquet tonight, to
Washington, D. C'T, Oct. 27.-- The
Taft an - whu li many prominent men of this
MEMBER OF THE TIBURON ISLPost
,,.......says:-- i ,o.-- Secretary
nn ii,tnti.n nf rn - iaiid other states have been invited.
AND PARTY RETURNS WITH
IN
RUSSIA
HAVE
signing 'from the cabinet to make a among them Governor La Follette of
GRAVE TIDINGS.
campaign for the presidency, and, Wisconsin -and Governor h oik of Mis- -'
i
I IIII,qi o tin nli.nl mi r,f ,ou II I .
nailiii l mil
li,riho,i.mu
Guaymas, Mexico, Oct. 27. J. 1$.
maklnir a campaign for the office of the Merchants' Hotel.
a member of the patty acHoffman,
executive."
the nation's chief
companying Prof, (irindell, who left
Secretary Taft Is not planning to KAUFMAN AND O'BRIEN
Douglas, Ariz., on June last to explore
MEET IN SAN FRANCISCO
enter a campaign for the presidency,
i
u roil island, lias returned, having
Resist Military- '1worked
San Francisco, Cal.. Oct. 27. fliliy Students Occupy School Buildings
h,is no Intention of doing so, is conhis way on foot down the
tent with his seat in the cabinet, and Delaney has ai ranged for a match
western coast of Mexico, after he
to stay there as long as the jt ween Al Kaufman and .lack O'Brien,
-Destruction
of Ships Confirmed.
separated trom the party June
president desires It. Such is the suli-- j which will come off before the San
29 last.
stance of an announcement made by Francisco Athletic club this evening,
I loll man
thinks the remainder of
him, and which w ill tend to put at j Both fighters' are said t be In good
City Without Lights.
the party perished for want of water
rest temporarily, at least, the talk of! condition and a lively battle is
and loud. He states that the Papago
pectert. Jack has asked for clean
being a presidential candidate.
with my present bn aks. but Delauey, convinced that SOLDIERS HAVE "RECEIVED
paraLU!n!i's,aanrt f
"I am satisfied
ORDERS TO SHOOT TO
Now York, Oct. 27. The New York
place, and shall be pleased to remain the San Francisco fans would not
Itiuaymas
Hoffman offers to Central railroad placed orders yester-by
boat.
insist-riVj
ad-kind,
I
fight
patronize
a,
can,"
long
of
that
as
in the cabinet as
accompany
the searching party,
day with several manufacturing com-- '
Mr. Taft. "I have already said ed on a straight rule fight.
and! One week ago (irindell's brother
rit. Petersburg, Oct. 27. Warnings number are coining by water,
for a total of 2.1,0110 freight
I had no intention of becoming
Mex-,h'In
t
of
cars, calling for an expenditure
to the people that in case of disorder several irains uinb-- military escorts, left Hermosiilo with an escort of
a, candidate
for the presidency, and HEAVY ARTILLERY HOLDS
missing
15,(100,000, says the Times. This is
, un
forced their way rom .Moscow, al- lean soldiers to search for the
ITS ANNUAL REUNION
m
.Minr..
authorized no one to spring tho prestle-uparty.
at
The Mexican authorities
Is nracthe largest order ever given.
Albany. N. Y., Oct. 27.
The an- are posted on every street corner to- thounh tho railroad
idential boom, as it has been called
tlcally as tight as yesterday.
The Hermosillo have been notified of Hoff- nual reunion of the New York Sev- day.
by the politicians."
courappears
The city
calmer on the most alarniin reports are circulated man's arrival at Guaymas, and a
SWITCH ENGINE RUNS AWAY
The Post adds that Secretary Taft's enth Regiment Heavy Artillery assoAND HURTS SEVEN PEOPLE.
affairs in t.ie south of Russia. Ut has been sent after the party tell- statement was called forth by pub- ciation opened here today iu the G. A. surface, under the rigjrous measures about
Guaygo
lug
Golden, Colo., Act. 27. Sewn were
to
Prlvate reHrts received le re are said
them to return and
lished reports In connection with bis R. Hall. Nearly all the surviving adopted.
mas
Injured,
two seriously, In a tear end
to confirm the mutiny on the battle
recent Akron. Ohio, address, that he members of the regiment are In
II,
ship
Catherine
tho
destruction
and
.ambitions.
CITY OF WARSAW IS
has presidential
if the battleship Patelietnon, but the
WRAPPED IN FLAMES. authorities do not confirm It.
message
27.
Thorn, Prussia, Oct.
A
WOMEN ARRIVING
from a reliable source in Warsaw, re- CITY IS PLUNGED IN
NO
insays
ceived here today,
that an
COMPLETE DARKNESS.
cendiary fire started la-- t night and
St.
Petersburg,
Oct. 27. During the
IN
CITY
has uot been extinguished, and that
DAY one part of the city Is yet in flames. afternoon the wildest rumors spread, .
and the city was seized with a
EIGHT THOUSAND STUDENTS
Students began to congregate
Angeles, Cal., Oct. 27.
Dele- tendance.
Mrs. Lillian M. N. StevARE GATHERED IN ODESSA.
at the university In Vassal!, Ostrov gates to the Women's Christian Tem- ens, president of the national organ-iitioFor at the Whifo House and tendered
Washington, D. C, Oi. 27.
Odessa, Oct. 27. The university district, announcing that they intend' tllt,lr congratulations.
presided, and delivered her
That part of building
the first time in years. President the
Is surrounded by Cossacks ed to hold the buildings as the stu- perance I'nlon have been trooping to annual addrei-s- , giving a review of the
was omitted today.
program
rJ
will not be with his family
n)any ,energ anf, tpU.BramiIi con. and imlice to prevent the meeting of dents of Erakoff held tio ir university, this city for several days from all work and successes of the organizas tun) students, announced for tonight. against
His forty- - graiulattng the president, were
ou his birthday, today.
the military, and to hold a big parts of tho country to atttmd the tion during the past year. Miss Anna
notwithstanding,
are meeting tonight, to which workmen of National W. C. T. I', convention, A. Gordon, vice president at large and
birthday finds him on Ixiard chived "at the White House today and The students,
gathering In the neighborhood and a all social groups arc iuwted. Troops which opened here today, to last until national organizer, was also present,
the r. S. crusier West Virginia, now also a number of loral gifts,
have been dispatched to the building Wednesday of next week. When tne and delivered a shirt address. Many
The routine at the White House erious conflict is feared.
on Its way from Now Orleans to Nor-- !
and trouble Is moment arily expected. convent ion w a$ called to order at the prominent speakers have been In folk. The usual program for tke day was in no way changed today, as the
today, vited to attend the convention and
materially changed, family celebration of the day by a REINFORCEMENTS ARRIVE
To add to the alarm, the s'rikers have First Cungrogat ioual Church
was. therefore,
FROM DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS. succeeded in stopping the maehfcery nearly tlx hundred delegates, repre-o- f komu of them have promised to
In former years the members of the family birthday dinner has been
the convention at the general
St. Petersburg. Oct. 27. Re!nfce-nient- s
prominent officials, mem- - poned until after the return of the
tae electric light plant and the ciy. sentiug the various state organia-tious of tb W. C. T. I'., were in at meetiugs.
are pouriug into the city. A
pkinged in darkness.
txvs of congress and others, called president.
e

ALICE

MISS ALICE

Wood-Harmo-

and

-

MATTERS AFFECTING SEVERAL
RAILROADS IN VARIOUS WAYS

ex-hi- s

j

KILLi'h'""S

o

TEMPERANCE

BIRTHDAY DINNER SERVED

THE

AT THE WHITE HOUSE THIS

seml-panlc-

--

post-cablne- l,

OF ANGELES

j

collision iu tiie Colorado at Southern
yard j lo re this morning. A switch
engine became unmanageable on
count of a slippery
and rushing
down hill, crashed Into the rear of a
passed ;er train. . .Miss Grace Archer,
e.iclii'i-a music
and Kngineer Pate,
of the switch engine, were the only
ones badly hurt.
ILLINOIS

CENTRAL FIGHTS

BACK TAX COLLECTION.
Chicago. 111.. Oct. 27.
The directors of the Illinois Central railroad
are preparing for a llg legal battle, to
fight the claim of the state of Illinois.
of about $3J,oiio.Ooo back taxes. Ac
cording to an opinion given by Attorney General Stead, for the guidance of
State Auditor McCulloali. tbu Illinois
Central railroad U Indebted to the
state to the amount of about f 33. 0OO.
'". This Includes 7 per cent of lis
gross receipts and tho taxes on all
BIG

its rial estate and personal property,
including stocks. It is expected that
Auditor McCullogh
will levy this
year's tax on the basis of thb, opinion and a big legal fight Is expected,
as the railroad company is determ
ined to resist the assessment and Its
collection
Lead and Copper,
New York, Oct. i7
per, quiet and unchanged.

aud

cop-

ALRUUUKltQUK EVEK1NG CrriZJSN.

PACE TWO.
Two-thirthereof go to the school
district from which the tax or license
goes
came or were raid;
to the perioral school fund of the
PabllatiKl Dally asi Weekly fcy
criunty.
iSee section 6, page 47, SesiThe Citizen Publishing Company sion Laws of 1!01.
In answer to question No. 3. You
are
advised that Incorporated towns
at Paatofltee for tranamiaalnn throuch th
cities have the power to Issue a
and
mail aa aecond elaaa matter.
license and collect a tax for selling or
giving away Intoxicating liquors within the limits of the. Incorporation and
also have the right to regulate gamLABEL
ing and issue a license and collect a
tax for the same in addition to the license Issued and collected thereon by
territory.
Official Paper of Bornolillo Count) theAnswering your last question, I
have to say that under Sort Ion 2400,
pkaaaciitMl Pratt Afternoon Dispatches,
Compiled l"ws 1S97, nil moneys collarpit City and County Circulation.
lected for licenses granted by an in
The LirgMl New Mexico Circulation.
corporated town or city, are to be
Urgnt Northern Arliona Circulatior paid to tlie treasurer of the incorpora
tion at such time and In such manner
TERMS or SUBSCRIPTION:
as nuiv be prescribed by ordinance.
ktaDy by mail, one year in advanca
I find no statute requiring the funds
$S.
to be used In whole or in part for the
wlljr by mail, ona month
t
public schools. The school board of
Wawkkjr by Bail, ona year
t.W
any incorporated town or city Is em
to levy a tax for tbe sup
pally by Carrier, 60c per montl. powered
port of the public schools in addition
general levy made for'Schcxil
T Bvsnino Citizrn will ba delivered in th. to rlie
this has
kky at tha low rata of 20 renti per week, or for 6t purposes by the county, but
no reference to the tax paid on acpaarta par month, when paid monthly.
a town
by
count of the license granted
intoxicating liquors
selling
city
for
or
fcfrertlslnj Rates Made Kcowa on Application
and keeping- gitnlng tables. Yours
very respectfully,
will confer a favor by notifying ut
GEO. W. PRICHARP,
lately on any
paper.
of the
Attorney General.
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PROFESSIONAL

THE GETTING TOGETHER
OF MOTHER AND DAUGHTER

d

By

Pradane

DENTISTS.

Dental 8uraeon.
Out of the city until October 24, or
later.
tamund J. Alger, D. U, S.
No. &J Katlroad avenue othce boUr
:S0 a. m. to U:l p. m.; 1:X) p. ro. to I

Msnntrt

p. m. Telephone act.
by mall.

JAPAN HASTENS TO
BUILD MORE SHIPS

Automatic 183.

LICENSE

(One of the most highly Interesting
reports issued by the Bureau of Commerce and Lnlior Is that on Kobe, the
commercial gateway to Japan, as preHe
pared by Special Agent Crist.
dwells particularly on the Kobe shipyard, where Japan Is feverishly turning out huge merchant vessels to take
advantage of the boom which ha followed Its success in war. The shipyard was started by the government,
put on a paying basis, and then sold
to private individuals. The government has given Inception similarly .to
cotton weaving, steel casting and
other industries.

Ball 15.

MONEYS

FOR THE SCHOOLS

Superintendent Hadley
cures Important Opinion

Se-

Attorney General.
THE

LAW

FIXES

1

MINIMUM

Superintendent
of Public Instruction Hiram Hadley recently addressed
a number of questions to Attorney
General George W. Priehard, In reference to the Interpretation of the statutes regulating the collection and disposition of liquor and gaming licenses, and since they are questions
which come up in every precinct, .district and town in the territory. The
Evening Citizen herewith reprints the
opinion of the attorney general:
Office of George W. Priehard, attorney general, Santa Fe, N. M.
Hon. Hiram Hadley, Superintendent
of Public Instruction, Santa Fe.
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WORK

It Is One of tha Real Joys Given Us.

"Post 11111 Food Coffee'.' lias done
more for me in two years," wriies u
Wisconsin young lady students, "ilian
all the medicines and treat inents
had employed to overcome the efforts of the coffee poisoning that was
killing nie by degrees.
"I had all ihe familiar symptoms
and suffered all the well known
My stomach was wrecked and
I could not eat, my head ached almost
coutinually, I became the nervous victim of insomnia, and the capacity for
study deserted me. Of course, this
mine on gradually and without suspicion, for a long
time, as to the
cause.
"Two years at-'- a friend enthusiastically urged me to quit using (he
old kind of coffee and to drink I'os-- ,
turn Food Coffee.
have never regretted acting upon the advice. As
fcixm as lie coffee
poison was eliminated, tiie strengthening and nour
ishing properties of I'oslimi began to
1

tor-tare-

o

1

UfcV

Bernard 8. Rodey.
Albuquerque,
N. M.
Prompt attention given to all
bUHtnoaa pertaining to tbe profession.
Will practice In ail courts of the territory and before tbe United States lano

IP v7&n
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Capital and Surplus

ofMoe.

ATTOhNKY-AT-bA-

S

.

M. Bond.
Si

Ira

r

etreet,

N.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

W., Washington, u.
Pe slona, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlata, lettrr patents, trade marHs. clalma
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEI-AT-bAAlbuquerque,
N. M Office, Fire 1 national Bank build- big
w. Dooaon.
ATTORNEr-AT-LAOffice
Crom
well block, Albu lerque. N. H.
John H. 8tingle.
ATTORNEr-AT-LAHulte IS, N. T.
Arm! Jo building, Albuquerque. N. M.

.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES.

t.

-

ft

""

-

ARCHITECTS.
"I didn't go to college when I was a did. and, like him, developed an indl-gir- l.
Common
school was good viduality. Now, arrived at woman-enougfor me.
And what's good hLiod, she marries, not as formerly,
enough for me is good enough for my because the match is suitable,
cause her parents desire It, because it
So spoke a woman of 40, whose 15- - Is her alloteii portion; but from mu- year-olgirl had hatl Just the "little tual inclination on her part and his,
learning" that "Is a dangerous thing," or not at all.
and hungered for more.
Her mother finds It hard to see life
as the. daughter does. The old fash- That Is selfish.
Your daughter
has problems to loned mother is even averse to the
meet which the sheltered life of your comfortable garments affected by the
girlhood never showed you. She has woman of today.
The corsetless,
had a larger view of the world than iieavy stepping, breezv maid "gets on
you had, at her age. There are times ner nerves."
when you daughter can teach
you.
It will take the comprehending care
You resent this? Moat mothers do.
of a wise mother to keep the spirited.
When daughter comes home from modern American girl aentle and
college, they say, she "gives herself womanly. Just out of the bonds of
ages, she naturally tenris tn nvortn
airs.".
She must have her cold plunge, the mark in her break for freedom.
while father's teeth chatter in tin- But the mother who tries to
sympathy, and mother Is sure suade her daughter Into the harness
n;u ciaugater Is Killing herseir. sne of former vears will be dleaonointed
goes In for physical culture stunts.
in results, if Bhe succeeds.
And if
Her mother's point of view she does she fails, she will have lost her daugh-no- t
comprehend. This ig the day of ter's allegiance.
rapid changes. In feminine modes of! If, on the other hand, she generous-life- ,
and hence in feminine lines of.lv devotes herself to
in
thought.
her child's efforts at betterment, she
Twenty years ago the girl learned will bring into her daughter's attitude
to cook and sew, to obey, first her toward her that too tare grace, a
mother, then her husband; 10 years grateful loyally, which is one of the
later she went away to a
most comforting attributes of their
school, learned as her brother relationship.
per-aske- d

1

FORCED

CflhtKS To
AM0tNT

i

OF

COMING MARRIAGE,

$800

$100,000

Aj S0C0RR0

F. W. Spencer and V. O.

-

Barnett building,

ford, rooms
Albuquerque, N.
46-4-

CIVIL

Walling-

M.

Both

'phone.

THE

OF

BANK

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUEF.CUE.

N.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $160,000.00
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson.
Assist
wm.

ENGINEERS.

D. F. MACROLLING,

,Y.
AND

Ca.hUr.

Mcintosh
george
solomon luna
engineering, surveying and
a. m. blackwell
drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. Auto- J. C. BALDRIDGE
E. CROMWELL
matic 'phone 740.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A 8ANTA FE RAILWAY
CONTRACTOR A BUILDER.
Civil

arnot

a

A. L. Margan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnished; Job work aollctad. Automatic
phone 724: shop Jll North Second street.

Albuquerque.

FIRST NATIONAL

N. M.

PHYSICIANS.

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Conner, M. O., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
successfully
All
diseases
treated. O Ml Ice Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment.
VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
surgeon and dentist.
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
the latest, up- to date, approved, scientific methods.
at Trimble's
stables. Old 'phone, 3; auto., 122.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting, English, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
C. H.

!

.

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3
W FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President

vice President
Cashier

Assistant Cashier

Director

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

0ce

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

The State

&

.'

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

National Bank

mar-Texa-

and several small checks, bringing the
total to $800. He is now lodged in jail
Hereford, Deafsmith county, Texas,
will have to answer to charges in
county and in Roosevelt county,
New Mexico.

jj57.

M

'
'
II'"
If' J
rfta.tet! y the imperial government
as a dockyard.
Sold to Mr. Shozo
Kiwasaki, In

lSSti.

First comprised nine acres and contained two patent slips and the necessary buildings.
Today comprises over forly acres,
with a frontage covering nearly the
whole west of Kobe harbor.
The Kiwasaki company is incorporated for $2.ooo,noo, and Is paying 12
per cent.
Capacity being Increased to Include
two berths for ships of not less than
20.1100 capacity.
Contains a graving dock over 425
feet in length, which cost $o0.u(IO.
Most expensive
machine in the
works is an American boring macalne
which cost $25.oimi.
ISlectricIty, steam and water power
are all d
in the works.
Contains up to date tool shops, carpenter, boiler, blacksmith and coppersmith shops, and is adding punching
and machine, slab bending and forg-

of mines, and is one of the brightest
members f an old and respected fam-a- t
ily, as well as a shining light In
eal society affairs, and is very popu-tha- t
lar among her many admirers.

"

Cut Rate.
BOARDING HOUSE
For reduced rates to and from all
Your patronage solicited.
Nice,
points, go to Paulsen's Association clean rooms.
Railroad ticket office. Railroad tickets
VIRGINIA MAESTAS,
I
bought, so'.d and exchanged.
523 South First street.

Motherhood
Actual Sterility in Women Is Very Rare Healthy
Mothers and Children Make Happy Homes.

toundry with four cupolas of
tu iil capacity of IS ions.
lias two
overhead cranes and
."el

on elect ie ci aties.
t

projectile manufactory is part of

the work.
Many women long- for a child to bless
An erect inu shop is 1,1 lie added,
their homes, but because of some dewhich will entrain
and
bility or displacement of the female
overload irai!:i; crane.
be plant in w.u ing day and organs they are barren.
Preparation for healthy maternity Is
night.
accomplished by Lvdia I). l'inkliu'ms
Vegetable Compound more successfully
MURDERED AND BODY
than by any other medicine, liecause it
PLACED ON TRACK. gives tone and
strength to the entire
Beaumont, Tex Oct. 27.
John female organism, curing- - all displaceMoore, a young white Mian employed ments, ulceration and inflammation.
A woman who is in good physical
as a scaler in the Keith mill in this
county, was found dead and his body condition transmits to her children the
horribly mangled on the Saina Fe blessiugs of a good constitution.
Is
track, north of this city. Deceased not that an Incentive to prepare for a
was last seen iir a rural s:tbon the neaitlr maternity ?
If expectant'mothers would fortify
nighl before, ami he left the place
with $12o in bills. When bis body themselves witli I.ydi.i E. Pinkhaius
Vegetable Compound, which for thirty
wns found, tho money wa missing.
hns sustained thousands of
There is little doubt but that lie years
was murdered, robbed and the body women in this condition, there would
be, a great decrease in miscarriages, in
placed on he track to conceal the
crime. Deceased leaves a young wife. ufferiug, and in disappointment at
-

to-te-

.
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3',ead the i;tt:e booTi. "The Ttoad to
"D'ir'. drip, drip, oil everywhere"
WeHville." in ca h pkg.
better cook with a;e ga

f
f
v

birth.

The following letters to Mrs. Pink-hademonstrate the power of Lydia
E. Pinkhura a Vegetable Compound in
ueh coses.
Mrs. L. C. Glover,
of
Milwaukee Busim-sWoman's Association, of 614 Grove Street, .Milwaukee,

m

s

try Lydia

E. Pinkhnm's Vegetable
this did, and I improved steadily in
Leuitti, ami in less limn two years a beautif nl
child came to hlms our home. Sow we have
aoinetbing to live for, and
credit ii
due to l.ydia E. 1'iiikhaau's Vegulablo Compound."
Mrs Mao P. Wharry, Secretary of
the North Shore. Oratorical Society,
The Norman, Milwaukee, Wis., writes.
Dear Mrs. Pinkhnm:
"I was nmrriil fur five years and gave
birth to two premature children. Lydia K.
i'iuUham'g Vegetable Comjiouiid
to me, and I am so glad I took it, for
it changed me from a weak, nervous woman
to a simiig. huppv and healthy one within
nevi-month. Within two year a lovely
hHle girl was born, which is the pride and
joy of our household.
F.very day 1 nit
l.ydia K I'iiikhmn'a Vegetable CanK)und for
the luht, health and huppiiieKS it brought to
our Hume."
If uny woman thinks she is sterile,

Com-ixiuti- d;

1

nlV-th- .i

or basdoubts about her ability to carry
a child to a mature birth let her w rite
to Mrs. 'ink haiu. Lynn, Mass., whose
advice Is free to all expectant or
would-bShe has helped
mothers.
thousands of women through this anxious period.
Women suffering1 with irregular or
painful menstruation, leueorrluea. displacement, ulceration or inflammation
of the womb, that bearing down
ovarian trouble, backache, bloating or nervous prostration, should remember that L.ydia 10. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound holds the record for
the greute-- t number of actual cure
of womau s ill;), and accept no substi1

e

Wis , writes:
Dear Mrs, Pinkh ont
' I was mirriod for SMveral vars and no
children bluwd our borne. The doctor aaia
I htul a complication of female trouble and
I could not have any children unl.wa I could
tie curwl.
For month I took Ida mediciiuw,
trying in vain for a cure, but at iait my husband becaiuo disgusU-- and 8Uk'crestd that I tute,
M.tnv KiiMin Have Been Benefited by Mrs. Pinkham's Advice and Medicine.
feed-ing-

.

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

What's the use of a helper If V
he Isn't willing? Willingness Is an ample mantle which will al- most cover all the sins of serv-Ice. But a classified advertise- - 4
ment in The Evening Citizen is a
willing helper that Is not only
absoultely competent, but also Is V
a willing worker. It works all V Q
the time for you. It is the best
and most economical publicity in
V
the world.

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

t
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o

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

(H. E. No. 8471.)
Department of the Interior, Land of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 26,

0
D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
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I. H. COX, Manager.
lmn P!np Iron PtnA inr'HncrR Hrauo llttlnira an Valaa. Ctaam an4
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fix- lures ana supplies, storer uasoiine Engines.
Auto. 'PEone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone. 234.

0

"OLD RELIABLE"

0

0

0
a,

0

1905.

Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will
be made before the
probate clerk at Albuquerque, N.
M., on November 4, 1905., via.: Don- aciano Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
range
east.
He names the following witnesses
prove
to
his continuous
residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jaoobo Valencia, of Chillll, N. M.;
Jose Mora, of Chilill, N. to.; Alejan
dro Ronquillo, of Chilill, N. M.; Adam
Lopez, of Clilill. N. M.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Register.
CALL

Mas a

A

v
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Opened
NEW ROOMING AND

ing stiops,

wo

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

d
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OF ALBUQUERQUE

WILLING HELPERS

.

RAILROAD TICKETS.

New Cure for Cancer.
build Die up.
All surface cancers are now known
thrf!
'Kacli day
gaiio-a little,
color crept back into my cheeks, my to tie curable, by Bucklen'a Arnica
limbs rounded out with new fiohli, my Salve. Jaa. Walters, of Duffield. Va.,
complexion grew fair and clear anain. writes: "I "nad a cancer on my lip
for yiars, that seemed Incurable, till
my digestion
improed. and now
can eat anything at any time: the Busklen's Arnitfa Salve healed It, and
nervous iiiMiuiuia has left lue and I now it is perfectly well." Guaranteed
'sleep soundly ut night and wake up cure for cuts and burns. 25c at all
refreshed. I hae no more headaches druggists.
and uieuial wurk lias become a pleasSpend your IciMirc.
at the pool
ure to me." Name given by I'uMuin hall at No. 115 Westtime
Railroad aveCo., Battle Creek, Mb h.
nue.

There's a reason.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

ATTOrtNKr-AT-LA-

(

a

PLEASURE.

A

made

H. H. TALLEY, SINGING TEACHER
ENGAGE-TY- , ing.
OF TEXICO, ROOSEVELT COUN- - ANNOUNCEMENT
OF
MENT OF ATTORNEY GRIFFITH
IN JAIL AT HEREFORD, TEX- DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
TO MISS RUBY BERRY.
AS.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
H. H. Talley. of Texico, Roosevelt Special to The Citizen,
R. O. 3T0LL, Secretary.
county, was arrested at Amartllo,
Socorro, N. M Oct. 27. The
Library building, East Railroad ave
laBt Saturday, charged with r'age of Attorney John E. Griffith to nue.
having forged checks to the amount of Miss Ruby Berry, of this place, is
ASSAYERS.
Talley was a singing teacher nounced to take place November 1.
and had been in Texico but a short Mr. "Griffith will be remembered as
A COLLINS,
CORBET
He Is charged with forging the clerJffV the Fifth district for Bev
time.
checks on Speed & Horn, railroad con eral yejf tMiid at present is associat- Civil and Mining Engineers. United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
tractors at Texloo,- - for about .$500; ed wihft Jon. H. M. Dougherty in the
ASSAYERS.
Sparks & Son, $35; .1. W. Williams, practtTo'oi law.
M.
$25; Hereford. National bank, $200;
Miss Berry Is'librarian at the school East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N.

N. M.

Sir I am In receipt of yours of the
13th Inst., in which you ask the following questions, and solicit by opinion thereon:
1. Is there a general territorial law
fixing a uniform price for all saloon
licenses, gaming table licenses, etc.?
2. If there Is such a law, .what portion of the proceeds accruing therefrom goes to the school fund? Does it
go Into the general school fund of the
county, or into the funds of the school
districts In which the place is situ
ated 7
3. Do Incorporated towns and cities
have the power to increase the price
referred to In No. 1?
4. If so, does the whole of said increase go to the school fund of said
town or city?
In answer to question No. 1, I have
to say that section 4124 C. L. 187,
fixes a uniform price for retail liquor
licenses. By that section, liefore a license to do business in a precinct,
village, town or city, having not more
than 500 inhabitants, is issued, there
must be paid by the applicant a tax
of $100.
Where the inhabitants of a precinct, town, village or city are over
600, and not more than l.tiOti, the tax
Is $200.
Where the inhabitants of a precinct,
town, village or city are more than
1,000, the tax is $4im.
The above section w.as amended by
the last legislature. See section 1
page 327, of the session laws of lftila,
4ut this amendment does not atteei
the point involved In your inquiry.
Section 13o5 of the Compiled Laws
of. l(j7. fixes a uniform tax for keeping gaming tables. It is provided that
there shall be assessed and collected
In 4he manner prescribed bvaw as in
the case of other licenses'; a Us of
$200, for a period of twelve months,
to be paid in advance upon each gaming table, or apparatus of any kind
whatever.
In answer to question No. 2. You
are advised that the taxes on liquor
and gaming licenses are collected by
the sheriff and are turned over by hiiii
tothecounty treasurer, whose duty it
is to dispose of the same, as follows;

Appointments

Montezuma Trust Co.

LAWYERS.

h

lattara and remittances ahould be addreaeed ti
CrrtUM PvaLiaBiNO Company. Draft,
kaaka. poatoffire and expren money order
be made payable ha the order of Um

BANK INSTITUTIONS

it

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

f

TB

OCT. 27, 1905.

CARDS

DENTISTS.

mmM

JU

FRIDAY,

L. B.

RUTNEY

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUEKUE, N. M.

FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
BONDS.

KILL the COUCH

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

Or. King's

fJcv Discovery
ONSUMPTION

F0R(J OlGhSanjS
ulus

O O tDSCDSZ5t0SC40

00X0040CSO0
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0

Albuquerque Gas, Electric I
Light end Power company i

ILC

Can Polish Your

0m

BUSINESS

0

Put on a polish that will bring it before the
public and bring the public into the
place of business.

A Shine of Lights

Lights That Will Talk

Is the way in which this can
A shine
be dune.
that will
never lose its brilliancy, and
will have attraction alwavs.

Are ihe liiihts that burn into
the favor of the buyer who may
desire to purchase MimethiiiK.

aOCC00000C00
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
At Consistent Prices

V

o

)

0C00Cl00C00 0

WE FILL

Pries

60c & 11.00
tree Trial.
buxeat and Uuickeut Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEl BACK.

187$

WHOLESALE GROCER

The county commissioners of the
county of Bernalillo, In the territory 0
of New Mexico, in the exercise of the
option given by law, hereby give notice that the funding bonds dated July
1895, issued In two series, known
as A and B, rcjspectlvely, consisting
of 102 bonds of $300 each, numbered
1 to 102 both inclusive, of series
A,
and 13:i bonds of $100 each, numbered
1 to 139, both Inclusive, of series B,
which are payable at the option of
said commissioners ten years after
the date thereof, must be presenfed
for payment at the Chemical National
bank in the city of New York, or at
the office of N. W. Harris & company,
in the city of Chicago. 111., on or be
fore the lath day of November, 1905,
and that Interest thereon will cease
after said date.
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFEI.D.
Chairman.
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
Call at 110 West Cold avenue for
embroideiy materials of all kinds.
Orders taken for hand made Christ
mas gifts. Stamping done.

AND

ESTABLISHED

1

NEXT

1.

RUPPH

TO BANK OF

COMMERCE

203 W. Pailroai Ave.
-- a j

Cit'zen Want Ads Bring The Best Results

FRIDAY,

AlJUQUEiaOTE

OCT. 27, 1903.
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Fhst National Bank

0

VALUES IN ALBUQUERQUE REAL

DOWN

ESTATE

ARE

PLY FAST.

AN

WORKING MAN AND WOMAN

0

2722

MAKE

A

PROFIT

BIG

0

TO

FROM

A

ZS

u

PER WEEK
Beautiful 50x142 foot residence lots in the EaS'
tern Addition Highlands at from
100, $150 to $200 per Lot

000000.tC--

0

ATTRACTIONS AT
ELKS' THEATRE
From the rise of the curtain on the
first scene, to the fall of the curtain
of the last, "Polly Primrose," which
Is to be presented at the Elks' open
house on Saturday, October 28, Is a
most engaging drama. But then Is a
particular scene In It' that Is worth
the price of orchestra seats for a
week, to see. That's the one in which
Polly surprse the guest of her father's house, whom she was dsposed to
favor, with love letters she had prearranged to carelessness on the man- -

and the farmer's work Is
The country maidens, dressed
nd
their best, with shining eyes
ruddy cheeks, husk corn beside the
rural swains togged In their "ouiiday
best." Now and then a read ear U
usual prize de- found. A kiss-i-th- e
manded and given with a show of re-- '
luctance on the part of "Samantha,"
that would do credit to a city belle,
After the husking comes the supper
and dance, which is kept up until the
Jingling sleigh bells at the door proclaim the time to depart. This produc- Is over
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tion will be given
night, November 1.

HERE

SCHEDULED TO APPEAR
ON THURSDAY NIGHT. NOVEMBER 2.

During the New York run of "The
Chaperons," which will be the attraction at the Elks' theater Thursday
night, November 2. George W. Led- -

. v,t

.mnnnt nf ,BmSpmPnt.
He engaged an elderly chaperon, of
most respectable appearance, for ev- ery one of the female characters of
the company. It was the duty of
these chaperons to accompany the
young girls to and from the theater,
much to the disgust of the stage door
"Johnnies," and the New York theater, where the company was then
playing, was more like a young ladies seminary than a theater.
BIG SHIPMENTS

The

1.
"husking-bee,-

"

dance and harvest
with its country
festivities, occupies one art or in-el- e
Josh SpruVeby." the New England
comedy drama. The scene Is laid in
Uncle Josh's' barn on the old Vermont farm. The heaps of yellow corn,
the stacks of golden pumpkins, the
mows stuffed to bursting with hay and
fodder, all proclaim that the harvest

AND LAMBS

SOLOMON LUNA, H. O. BURSUM
AND
OTHER RAISERS HAVE
SOLD THOUSANDS THIS

WITH HIS CELEBRATED
SEED BAND," HERE ON
NOVEMBER

OF

WETHERS

i

THE VITAL CENTER
Stomach-L- et

Mi-o-n-

a

Strengthen Your Digestive System,

The stomach is your vital center.
No man Is stronger than his stomach.
Every organ of the body Is sustained and nourished by food which
in the
Is converted into nutrition
stomach and conveyed to every part
of the system in the form of blood.
Kor this reason, when the stomach
and U
Ij atrnturthened with
able to convert the food Into nour
a

0
0
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Loans and Discounts,

ft

LIABILITIES
63,222.60

Capital and Profits,
- Circulation,

38,500.00

Deposits,

$1,191,220.39

Bonds-- ,

Stocks, Real Estate,
Banking House and Furniture,

:

$ 285,030.28

--

-

-

-

a

-

-

-

o

200,000.00

--

-

0

2,470,928.21

0

United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00
Cash and Exchange,

ft

1,663,015.50

0

$2,955,958.49

0

1,310,015.50

Total,

ft

Total,

$2,955,958.49

ft

0

0
0

Depository of the

ft

T. & S. F. Railway System

0
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0
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HEALTH EXERCISES

sales several months ago and it Is
understood the anima'.s will be paid
for at four cents and a fraction per
pound.
With this great number
Mr. Luna will also deliver 10,000 lambs
from the herds of Superintendent H.
O. Bursum, whose ranges are situated
These
in eastern Socorro county.
animals will be driven across country
and will cross the river at San
tonlo and thence travel to Magda-ilena for shipment, by railroad. In all,
Mr Luna by the end of the season wiil
have sold and shipped about 60,000 ol
the fleecy animals, partly from his
own herds, partly as agent and partly
animals bought by him and resold,
These sales and shipments constitute
the largest ever made by one sheep
grower In the territory, and Mr. Lu
na's profits thereon will. In the very
nature of things, be very handsome
and satisfactory.
Mr. Bursum will superintend
the
driving and shipping of his sheep with
those of Mr. Luna and this drive Is
expected to take about a week.
con
Two trains of double-deckersisting of twenty-thre- e
cars each, will
be needed to shlD the lambs from Es
tancia to Kansas City, and it will- take1
several days to weigh and load- them
properly on the cars. S. B. Grimshaw,
assistant to the general manager of
the Santa Fe Central railway, howev
er, reports that he has everything in
readiness and that there will be no
hitch In the weighing and loading of
the animals. They will be rushed to
Kansas City, Missouri, via the Santa
Fe Central to Torrance, via the Kl
Paso & Southwestern to Santa Rosa
and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pa
It will
cific to the Missouri town.
therefore be seen that Mr. Luna will
be a very busy man during the next
few weeks.

These exercises Improve digestion,
reduce the waist measure, insure a
correct carriage and lengthen the
waist.
Each should be performed r.o times
per day, in groups of 10 or do three

groups of

10

of each movement

in

the morning and two at night.
Open the window and wear clothing
that will not in the least hamper the
muscles. The exercises are far more
beneficial
a task.

If

The Beer that is making
Albuquerque
Famous

done as a recreation, not

Southwestern Brewery

& Ice Co.

A HOME INDUSTRY.

Auto. Phone, No. 92.

V-

i

K--v

u

J k

Ai

Santa Fe Central Railway System

j

SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
of the World.
mfmswnii . .'v ...
Connections at Torrance. N M with the El Paso ft Southwestern!
and Chicago. Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
;t
,
Send your freight rla the Chicago, ,Rock Island ft Pacific rail-

.If

Jf

Colo. Phone, Black, No. 93.

-

way, rla Torrance, N M.
.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
B. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst.,- Secy, and Treas.
J- - P- A. L. GRIMSHAW,
LT1'
City Fit. and Pass. Agt
Traveling-- Frt. and Pass. Art.
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.
.

f

Mrs. Isabella Berardinelll. mother
of Michael and Camilo Berardinfelli, of
Santa Ke, and who have relatives and
friends in this city, who was a resident of the territorial capital for seventeen years at the home of her sons
and who left there on the 13th of September, has arrived safely at her old
home in Maqula di Isernia, Italy. She
reached there on the 9th of October,
and Mr. Berardlnelli has received a
letter informing him of her safe arri- The old lady is 89 years of age
'onB voyage remarkably
I""
Kv litpninur frnni V . i'
u'mIT
Ahu
York to Naples and thence to her old
home, which Is forty miles from the
beautiful Italian city.
Mrs. Berardinelll, in the very nature
of things, expects to join the siient
majority at not a very distant period.
and expressed a desire to uie in her
beloved native land and to be buried
in the old parish church cemetery in
which the remains of many of her anMrs. Berardi- cestors are deposited.
nelH's sons, therefore, provided for
Mer home Journey ami for the comfort
of her reniaiuing span of life, in order
to gratify their aged mother's desire.
The old lady is remarkably well preserved' and strong for her age, and
bids fair to live finite a nunioer ot
years yet. Sh regretted leaving San-lhe and her two sons, but could not
be;.r the thought to die away from her
he. ived Italy
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NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

PAINT
more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

BUILDING

"loci.
Paint.

PAPER

Always-Cover-

Plaster, Lime, Cement,

una... n
" , a..h
JWIV, VI U.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

FIRST 8TREET AND COAL AVE.

a

"What's all that bunch of stuff?"
"Our little girl made Herself sick yesu nlay. eating too much pudding,
ami I'm taking home a few of the re:neilie s suggested by the child's two
trandmot hers."

Albuquerque
0
0

RHEUMATISM

AN INSIDIOUS

DISEASE;

THAT BREAKS DOWN

STRONGEST
in a day; the THE

Rheumatism iloos not come on
causes that produce it work silently in the system for years. This insidious
disease becomes intrenched in the blood, and some exposure to cold or damp
weather, or slight indiscretion brings on an attack. Poor digestion, stomach
troubles, weak Kidneys, torpid Liver, and a general sluggish condition ol
the system are responsible for Rheumatism. Food souring in the stomach
poisons the blood, the failure of the Kidneys and Liver toct properly leaves
waste matter and impurities in the system, which, coming in contact with
October 2S "Polly PrlmroEe."
November 1. "Uncle Josh
the natural acids of the body, form uric acid. This is absorbed by the blood,
and as it penetrates to the muscles, nerves and bones produces the terrible
November 2 "The Chaperones."
pains and aches and other disagreeable symptoms of Rheumatism. Life is
o
made a torture by its excruciating pains, nerves are shattered, the health unPlana to Get Rich
are often frustrated by sudden break dermined, and if the disease is not checked it breaks down the strongest condowns, due to dyspepsia or constipa stitution. It will not do to depend on plasters, liniments, etc.; such treatment
tion. Brace up and take Dr. Kings is helpful in easing the pain and reducing the inflammation, but does not
New Life Pills. They take out the reach the blood where the real trouble is located. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism
bv tmrifvintr and inviuoratiner the thin, acrid
materials that are clogging your en
ergies, and give you a new start. Cure
blood, driving out all impurities and poisons and
f--Ij
headache and dizziness, too. At all
senuing a stream oi strung, ricu iwxju io wusu
?
drug stores; 25c, guaranteed.
all1 irritating particles that are causing the
-S. S. S. stimulates the
and inflammation.
pain
New Tailor Shop.
the
A. J. Morelll, the well known tailor
PURELY VEGETABLE, sluggish organs to better action, tones up
stomaeh and digestion, restores nervous energy
has reopened a tailor chop on North
First street, where he Is ready to and builds up the entire health. S. S. S. eyres Rheumatism, whether acute
clean, press and repair ladles and or chronic, and the ure is thorough and lasting. Book on Rheumatism
gents' clothing. Suits made to order. and any medical advice desired without charge.
Patronage of former customers solicit

ishment,
other organs soon become well. This explains many cures
of heart, liver or kidney diseases in
Is used.
the cases where
It is the most wonderful heath
restorer known, and Is sold by J. H.
O'Ueilly it Co. under an absolute
guarantee that It costs nothing unless
It restores health. Just one nttie
tablet out of a 50 cent box of
for u few days, and you will soon see
a great improvement in your health. J ed.
all

"Ti

t

Hon. Solomon Luna, of Los Lunas,
chairman of the territorial sheep sanitary board, who w;s here Tuesday,
NOTICE.
leaving Wednesday morning for the L". S. Land Otlice, Santa F N. M.,
it;,
Torrance
Estancla,,
l!tu5.
Oct.
north, is now at
Notice is hereby given that the folcounty, where, w'thin the next few
of
number
large
a
lowing
townsiiip plat will be on file
davs. he will deliver
lambs for shipment to Kansas City. In tills olllie December 1. l'J5, via.:
Township 8 north, range 2 east.
These Iambs were purcnaseii ny nun
On and after above date we will be
some time ago and were sold at a pro
fit. Between this date and the ioth ready to receive applications for en
of November, Mr. Luna will be busily tries in Biid townships.
MANUEL It. OTERO
engaged In shipping more lambs and
llegitter.
wethers from Magdaleiia, a railroad
FRED MUU.EU,
Receiver.
station in Socorro county.
A great number of these lambs and
wethers will be taken from his herds
COMING EVENTS

No Man Stronger Than His

0

E

THE CHAPERONS'

"UNCLE JOSH SPRUCEBY'

NESDAY,

on

0
0

MOVEMENT NO. 2
Place feet together chest out and woman win not even ue aDie 10 iouca,
chin up, as in first movement; lift the tips of her fingers, at first.
Do not bend the knees In the least.
the hands above the hoad. palms to
GOES TO ITALY AT AGE
the front, and bend at the waist. Let the movement, once the hands
OF EIGHTY-MNYEARS iringing the palms down until they are raised, be at the waist, altogether,!
with the exception of the alight i
He flat on the floor.
will require no little practice to swinging of the arms, so as to touch
It
ISABELLA
MRS.
BERARDINELLI accomplish this, and the average the floor.
MAKES LONG JOURNEY TO END
HER DAYS AT HER BIRTHWednesday
PLACE.

IN "POLICY PRIMROSE.'

tie. She had taken the pains to
write every one of them herself, nd
just hoped Carlisle would And them
and suffer a lover's torture In the
reading of them. That's one way a
woman has of testing a man's devotion to them Just giving their Jealousies a little tweak. Of course, Carlisle finds them, and of course he
reads them, and .of course Polly
catches him In the act; her little
scheme would be spoiled If slie did
not, and he tries to 6hleld hlmBelf by
holding the letters behind his hack.
Nothing will do but Polly must tell his
fortune on his palms. There Is nqi a
line of prophesy on the free hand
which he first puts forward; she must
see the other. Polly is not moved to
reproaches when Carlisle proves himself not necromancer to drop the letters behind unobserved before exhib
iting them, but the story of the sto
len letters Is all written there, and
she throws him into a state of amus
ing confusion when she reads it for
him. This is a little part of Polly's
love makine in a story of Lee's de
scent on Washington during the civil
strife and one of the dellclously naive
Incidents of a most attractive war
drama which Miss Carol Arden and
her comnanv are to present here on
Saturday, October 2S, at the Elks' op
era house, tinder the personal direc
tion of Manager D. L. Williamson.
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AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS,

0

PER WEEK

D. K. B.
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See Surety Investment Co., Owners

0
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.00
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.'
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INVESTMENT.

SMALL

0

EVERY

FOR

OPPORTUNITY

0

DOWN

GOING TO MULTI-

0
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the svitrr specme co.. Atlanta, ca,

i

Foundry and

Machine Works

!

MALL, Rroprlator
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars: Shaftlnirs
Pulleys. Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for'
Buildings.
Hmpalra on Mining and Mill Maehlnary a Bpaclalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

CARRIAGE

TRIMMING

AND RE-

PAIRING
Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
Order.
HORSESHOEING
CARRIAGE

5

Cor. First Street and Tljers. Road

PAINTING
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QUICKEL
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BOTHE,
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Proprietors
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BAR AND CLUD ROOMS

0

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies. Imported
aad Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
lagsr sorted. Finest and heet I Imported and Domestic Cigars.
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President

AND MAKES SOME GOOD POINTS
ARTICLE ABOUT THE
IN HIS

From the Button Trsnicf ipt

FAIR.
To The Evening Citizen.
An Item In The Citizen the other
evening, talon from a Kerning paper,
ny there was a short
explains Just

Tnerr's a wonderful country lying

PAY OF ABLE MAN
insurance
A. McCurdy,

Far off from the noisy town,
Where the wind flower swings,
sings.
And the song-bird- '
And the tumbling brooks come down;- 'Tis a land of light and of laughter,
Where peace all the woodland tills;
!Tis the land that lies
'Neath the summer skies
In the henrt of the happy hi, Is.

testifying hcTore the
hard
Investigating committee, said that his salary of fl.Humii
a year was awarded as "an indication of appreciation of
able management." There Is question at present In the
public mind as to the "abie management,." 1,llt tliere Is
no question, and never hns been one, as to the fact that
Infinitely superior and more useful men than Richard A.
McCurdy are not so highly paid..
President Roosevelt, popularly ranked the first man
in the republic, and who more than any other man controls the po.itical, commercial and social destiny of
people, pets a salary of $.".0.imn. Admiral Dewey,
ability as fighter and diplomat,
extraordinary
whose
the Philippines, pets IIS. ".mi a year. General Chaffee, army chief of staff, receives' fll.nOo. The secretary
of state draws $S,'o. I'nlied States senators among
whom have been Webster. Olay, Thurman and Hoar
draw $5,000. (If highest importance to society In a republic are its educutors. The pay of the mass of these character builders varies from $200 to $1,500 a year. College
professors average about I2.0H0. A few teachers of worldwide fame, in Harvard, Yale and Chicago, receive from
$6,000 to $lo,bo0. There are said to be only three Congregational clergymen in this country all of national fame
and Immeasurable influence who receive more than
a year. An Episcopal bishop gets from $H,oo to $12,-60Great city parishes In a few cases pay clergymen
Emerson, America's greatest philas high as $10.(0il.
osopher, who has done more than a million McCurdy's to
bring the public to better thinking and happier living,
lived upon an income of $1,000 a year, eked out by lecturing, while writing his poems and essays.
Hut Richard A. McCurdy explains that his 15h,ihiu
a year is for his able management. Whether the able
management has been for McCurdy or for the policy
holders he does not say. It must have been able management for McCurdy. The management for the pdllcy hold-rappears to have not been worth thirty cents. If $15n,-00a year indicates MrCurdy's ability and value to the
public, then his ability and Value, as Indicated in sulary,
is equal to that of President Roosevelt, Admiral Dewey,
General Chaffee, the secretary of state, three senators,
thirty school teachers, five college professors, three
highest paid clergymen, a bishop and an Emerson.

age in the l.r lair r.ceipiB.
According n. 'lr.- - editor, there was
too much bus. rail, too much racing'
and too manv s;.eris; that only 1 per
cent or the p. o:'!' ;nv sports, etc., ann:
that we need :ii"i country products,
pumpkins, s .;; ;ies. etc. Now we
have a fine lull for all these country
don't remember seeproducts, and
ing anything here irotn Denting, and
as for sports.
think the people who
flock to our !:iirs each year are the
best. Judges.
We have never had such fine crowds
as the last fi r. and The Citizen stated there w.i.- 9.01m there on Thursday, Alliuqii-- i iie day, and even the
first day the grand stand was full,
and if these treat crowds are al
pass into the gates free,
lowed t
why it shows very had management,
and paying al.out $600 for an umpire
who showed up about ten minutes
each day, wns more poor management.
Hut It is really ridiculous to talk
about paying so much for the races.
The whole amount for the six days
paid out would hardly make a decent
purse In a small town in the east.
I.ibertyvllle. III., a town of 500 Inhabitants, hung up $5,000 for one trotting
purse Just twice what our fair paid
f:;r six days' rating, and last spring
ai our May meeting we spent $7,500
in purses, and had money left In the
treasury to buy presents for the officers, and this meeting was nothing
Out a race meeting and how did they
Why. by good management,
do ft?
and collecting the money at thp gate,
and in letting the horsemen all over
the county Know we were to have a
race meeting.
The late fair stakes closed August
1, and on August
8 the first advertisement was put in the Horse Review.
Of course, there was no one
entered, and very few horsemen knew
we hid any races this fall. Las Vegas gave a week of nothing but sport,
and drew great crowds, paid out, and
made a great success of It.
Twenty-eigh- t
thousand people
out. In one afternoon at
Kan.; 35,oon spectators saw a
game of base ball last week. The people want amusement and are willing
to pay for it.
Las Vegas will enlarge their grant!
stand for next year we should do the
same. The old roost. Is too small to
hold the crowds. With proper man
agement we can double our crowds
next .year and pay larger purses for
both base ball and racing.
I nominate Colonel C. K. Newcomer
for president of the next fair, and we
shall all turn In and help him make
the big success he did of
spring's meeting.
OLD TIMER.
I

The road to that wonderful country
Leads out from the gates of care;
And the tired feet
In the dusty street
Are longing to enter there;
And a voice from that land Is calling.
In the rush of a thousand rills,
"Come away, away.
To the woods today,
To the heart of the happy hills."

We may drink from the magic fountains
Where the wine of life distt.ls;
And never a care
Shall find us there.
In the heart of the happy hills.
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HUNDRED BILLIONS TPE
WEALTH

OF

Wi

COUNTRY

From the Denver Time

h
Is it possible for the human to conceive
Yet the report of the director of the census to
be made early, in December will tell us that this is the
total wealth of the United States. It will also show that
the annual Increase in wealth amounts to $2.S00,(mmi,(I(iu,
an amount greater than the wealth of the entire country
at the time of the signing of the Declaration of Inde
pendence. From a country with less than 26.oou,omi peo- pie in 1850, this report will show that we are now a naof 85.(100,0(10 souls..
tion
the
.uax
to
r'rost
Colonel
During the recent visit of
In 18u0 there were 1.449,073 farms In the country,
east, the Washington Post paid him the following com- representing
During the
a total value of $8.SH7.79Y.580.
pliment:
fifty years fa.lowlng' there were 5.739.K57 farms settled.
intermost
of
the
one
Willard
Is
New
at
the
There
aggregate a total value of $2d.514.(Ml,- esting and remarkable men of this country, Co!. Max These farms todaycrops
838,
produce
and
Ke
and live stock annually over
Frost, for many years owner and editor of the Santa
afflicted
doubly
been"
Frost
has
Colonel
Mexican.
New
The greatest money producers among the products
for a long time, in that he is totally blind and without the
of
farm are corn, wheat, cotton, hay, rye, oats and
the
disabilgreat
In spite of this
use of his lower limbs.
and revenue from the corn crop
ity, he writes with all the vigor and brilliancy that char- barley. Tile production
treads the lit. In 1850 this crop amounted to uHi.ol.lt'4
paper
ai-his
prime,
physical
his
in
when
him
acterized
produced a revenue of $a76,450.8jO. The
continues to be the most successful and influential In a bushels, and
enormous production of 2.470,480,934 bushels was reacn-ularge section of the southwest.
in 1904, the record mark in the history of this crop.
It is his habit to have Mrs. Frost,, who accompanies
revenue amounted to $1,087,461,410, or enough to
The
him
exchanges
to
the
of
all
Washington,
read
Aim' to
the farmers to pay the national debt anil Interest
enable
Co.
editorials.
to
his
her
niehtlv. and then he dictates
MEXICAN- PEELED GREEN CHILI
for one year.
;
Frost has. lived In New Mexico for about, a third of a lhereou
country,
includproduction
of
the
mineral
The
total
PEPPERS CAUStD IT ALL
entury and has always been among the mdst respected
$218,598,994 in 18t;n
ing
precious
increased
from
stones,
party.
republican
of
support
the
In
his
has never wavered
to $1,419,721,509 in 1904.
This is all about Mexican peeled
From an agricultural country of fifty years ago. green e'ii,.i peppers, put up In cans,
when our manufactures Were almost entirely Isolated, we and it will probably be read In Los
Cuniiffe, the Pittsburg robber of an express company, have become foremost, among the modern manufacturing Angeles,. Las Cruces, and by all good
n extenuation for his theft of a hundred thousand: aoi nations. Today we produce more manufactured- articles houseyivqa in many other places,
s

JR

0

.

(100,000?

remarkable; man

d

-

"What can you expect of a man getting a
sixty-fivdollars a month and handling thous
ands of dollars a day?" The answer, naturally, woum ue
to have
'"his duty." But the inference Cuniiffe wishessalary
he
larger
drawing,
a
been
he
bad
is
that
drawn
would not have been tempted to steal.
Prominent In the public mind at this time, says the
henv.-- r Reouhlican. a e other cases of theft that make
void the excuse Cuniiffe would give for his crime. Presi- dent of New York insurance companies have been drawine .One ' hundred and one hundred ana nny inouuuu
dollars a year, but they have not yet had the nerve to
excuse their thefts on the plea that they were not being
paid enough salary.. The coincidences offered would naturally suggest that there is no connection between the
of the salary and the strength of temptation to
i
iteal. - -

"

e

the way L. Lplr.aim of Nogales. Ariz., puts
of Joint f tiiiehood. liom the Arijona point or
view: "People and taxpayers In both territories ought
to be only too glad to grasp live chance offered by the
congress of the United States to rejoice lu the proposed
marriage of New Mexico to Alzua, Uncle Sam presenting a very suitable bride with a splendid dowry of five
mi.llons of dollars in cold cash, and ten millions of acres
of land, both to be devoted to educational purposes. What
bride ever went to an expectant groom with so magnificent a dowry? Wliat a splendid outfit for starting in at
This

Is

the'mat'ter
'

governmental and educational housekeeping! With such
enter
start the new and great state of Arizona wouldcompar-ewhen
favorable
very
conditions
Union
under
the
with' those enioyed by any of the older states at the
time of their admission. We would enter as "Arizona
the Great," with magirfictnt size, illimitable resources,
in an infinite ariety, and a prety stiff bank account,
us most favorable recand
which would both
ognition from ad the rest of the states."
d

than any country in Europe, and these articles are worth
more than half asunuch as those of all our manufacturing
J'
rivals combined.
The census indicates that from I860 to 1870 the value
of .manufactured "products Increased from $ 1,885,86 l,t7
'
in 1800 to $4,232,325,442 in 1870. In the decade covered
by the census of 1900 the absolute increase In gross value
of products was $3,641,850,215. The net value of our
manufactures as computed by the census is $8,370,595,176,
a sum more than; double the net value or the products
i
of the farm,
i
In 1850 there Wore 9,021 miles or railroad bperated in
the United States, The mileage now exceeds that of all
Europe combined, with 205,237 miles in operation, valued
at $6,355,702,335, and annual gross earnings amounting
to $1,908,857,826. '
The coal produced In the country has a greater value
than gold, silver, copper and lead combined. There were
mined In 1850 3,358,899 tons of coal. This supply increased to 301,590,439 tons in 1902, 33 per cent of the wosld's
supply, and had a total value of $367,032,009.
More than 5o0,000 Jons of iron ore were mined in
1850, while the production or copper amounted to only
65p tons.- The production or iron ore increased In 1904
to 27,553.161 tons, representing a value of $66,590,504,
while the copper mined in the same year amounted to
639,033,392 pounds and was worth $71,192,014.
seen that the progress of the Untteu
Thus it will
States in point of increase of wealth alone has been
greater than that of any other country during a similar
period in human history. It would be interesting, couid
the information be obtained from this forthcoming re
port, to know what proportion of the 85,000,000 popula
tion owns the bulk of the $100,000,ooo,ouu. i nis, nowev
er, is a matter which this report will not indicate

with pleasure.
u. ..
.
On Tudy The Citizen had. a per
sonal about Emil B. Schloss, representing l.oeb, Fleshman & CO., of
Los Angeles, being in the city, and
the firm Mr. Schloss represented
were the original canners of Mexican
peeled green chili peppers, a very fine
table delicacy.
This morning The Citizen receiveit
a letter from r. Houait, proprietor oi
the Mesilla Valley Canning company
of Las Cruces, who objects to aud de
nies 'Mr. Schloss' claims that the los
Angeles fuctory w.as the first to can
Mexican peeled green cnill peppers.
Mr. Roualt say's that the Las Cruces
comnanv were the original canners
of the Mexican peeled green chili, pep
pers. and that his factory cans more
An
peppers in a day than the
geles factory cans in a week.
The Las Cruces cannery Is reputed
to be the largest cannor of Mexican
peeled green chill peppers In exist
ence.

1

Young Men'i

jg

Young Men".

5Q

0

$20.00

The young man that Bag never
been here for clothes ylll do well
to come.
AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY UNDERWEAR.

M. MANDELL
The Clothier and Furnisher.

The Happy Housewife

THE CELEBRATED

Who takes pride In her bread and
cake making knows the plessnre and
satisfaction to he had by the use of
Empress mills flour.She "knows her
bread will be the whitest, aweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,' nd her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

O. F. C.
WHISKEY
Bottled In Bond.

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

0OMEMPRESS.".t...Ai.ft
KEEP YOU1

ME LIN

I

&.EAKIN

j's

Hf)SE nnw.ORTABLF

Cold Weather Means

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

N. At.
Automatic Phone, 139.

Horse Blankets and Lap Roois
We have them in all kinds an
LOW
PRICES.
prices.
SPECIAL
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory.

xxxxxxxxxococoococxxxxxxp
O. DINSDALE

LIVER J
STABLE

HIGHLAND

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

Boarding Horses a Specialty

xxxxxx:xdoocxxxooocoocxdooo
CXXXXyXXXXXXXDCXDCC)OCXXXX5

HOUSE

0. F. PLATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Ladies' and gentlemen's
fine
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
lace curtains, etc., 1411 North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
Automatic 'phone, 675.

STO. IT 2J3L fi.

CKXXXXXXXXICXXXXXXOOCOOCO

IRON BEDS,

as Schilling's Best; no othef

goods; the goods account
'
for the dealing.

6uch

Citizen want ads get the business.
Try one.

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADE8,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

BEDDING,

ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or" Exchanged
117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

STRONG BLOCK.

UNDER TA KERS
I
Superintendents
Falrview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS.
1

and

N. Second St., Both Phones.

i

siutaaiMiW

mm

DRAGOIE

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

AMBULANCE
For

the Sick or Injured.
Prompt Serlve Day or Night
Moving

Don't wait for an explosion cook
O. W. STRONG'S SONS
with gas the humane way.
Colo. Phone. 75. f
Automatic 147
Good for Investments.
"Mother was lucky papa bought a
John A. Laughlln, contractor and builder, has gone
to Albuquerque, where he is to begin the construction ot gas range.
GO TO THE
one of the hiiMiest business blocks In thai city. It Is un
Special sale of fine Bath Robe
derstood that he himself has an interest in the building Blankets, just the thing for your winHe says that the New Mexico city has entered upon an ter Bath Kobe. Choice, $2 each. See
era of great prosperity. Houses are iu demand, popula window display at the Golden Rule
South of Viaduct, on First Street.
tion is rapidly increasing, and it sVems to be rapidly out Dry Goods company.
distancing the other cities of the territory. There are a
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH EVgood man v Trinidad People in Albuquerque, but not to ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
s:ay. most ot them going there on mission of enterprise
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
IVEsTtHE FLORIST.
- Trinidad Advertiser.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
Power of the Press.
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
Waller Wellman has pretty plainly intimated to th
STAGE LINE
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
president, anent ills late orders that cabinet olllcyrs di
o
be
if
executive
interviewed,
the
chiet
lo
that
cine
Carries the United States' mall;
these United States or any other man who fancies he has
only line with a change of stock
already carved for himself a niche in the Temple
good rigs, horses and drivers;
Fame, that If he succeeds iu w inning the host Lit y of tht
S. T. VANN, O. D.
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
newspapers of the laud, bis fame will lyst about as long
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. ni. For
Specialist.
as a particle of congealed water .In the traditional , hot President Eyesight
Mexico Board of particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
New
of
Vegas
Optic.
place. Las
Co., agents, Albuquerque. N. M or J.
Optometry.
First established optician In New 11. CLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
Mexico. Glasses fitted ror poor sight,
Colorado to the Front.
Next to Orison, Colorado look more medals ami headache and nervous strain.
See the window display of the Rio
Office-Ro- om
9, Whiting block. Ap Grande
Woolen Mills at the Globe
awards than any other suite exhibiting at the Portland
pointment b made at Vann's drug store, then ask for those $3.50 walk
felto
"The
following:
are
fair
Colorado
entitled
commissioners
iair.
The
the
printed
ed.tor
An Arizona
store.
ing skirts.
low who is c.uiting a certain woman would better leave great credit lor briUK'nu the state out with such honors
not
it
way
paper
very
in
bad.
small
the
and the
in face of the difficult
town as the husband is onto him." The
exc.pt
1'rinnla.l
adowed by the l.t;islaiur.-been out long before every mall in town had left paper. appropriation
News.
0
three old cripples and a man who did not read the
its
Mason
The Citizen rises to announce, before McAllister lifts
0
East and West.
the story receives no credence in this quarsca. that country.
Some of the robbers In .New York use suns, anil
ter of the
Contracts taken for Cement-StonHouses and foundations.
some of tliem don't. The New Yorkers say the ones with
A hou
built of this material is warmer iu winter and cooler lu
say
been
Ye
much:
this
can
at
'as'
west.
come
the
lu.s
gmiH
from
Port
the
ales
The public squui'e in
suniin. r than a brick house, and Is cheaper than good brick.
Km initiations for frame houses
cheaper than common rubble
cleaned of its ruU.ish. Now lei the court house have a that the ones with the K'His do not claim to bo philanthroInsomuch,
stone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card and I will call.
f. ncu put around it and tome trees in the yard, and in a pists and guardians of widows and children.
l'or- making no pretence, they are superior to the YVa.l street
ANO 9 ANT A
Q
CORNKR WALTK
few yer I'oriabs can be as pretty as Roell
''l Pho Herald.
tales Hciall
I

Time, Labor
and Money
The saving of time mean comfort.
The saving of tabor mean ease. The
saving of money means eoonomy. All
these savings can best ke attained by
Installing a

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
better than
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
any other. You are most cordlaily Invited to examine our new
line.

Prices In Plain Figures $3Q and Up
Old stoves
THE McBRAIN

taken at
FURNITURE

fair valuation.
CO., 205 Gold

Ave.

New Planing Mill

special maclilnery

O. A. MATSON & CO.

Fine Stationery
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

e

00C

0000000 00K00000hC0
Contractor

D. E. CLEVINGER,

--

S

BORRADA1LE & CO.

0. W. Strong's Sons

M.
tmtrarti

B If

HEMP-

fog in
BATOting

12L

Easy Payments ,

FURNITURE,

Hats cleaned and blocked in any style
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed
Corner of Third street and Gold ave
nue, In the car.

no other such deal"
tpfaa

S

Installment Plan

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners '

201-21-

There

West Copper Avenue.

114

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

SELECTIONS MADE FROM
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST

$7,50 lo $20.00

Double

.

-

e

President Roosevelt and Secretary Taft at Atlanta
issue.
and at Akron, Ohio, made the party boss
President Roosevelt at Atlanta recognized the party boss
as one of the most urgent and vital questions confronting
iht (hitv of- everv' honest patriot, he
.nt.r i
IUC II'UUIIJ'
declared, to rebuke in emphatic fashion the politician
who does not understand that the only kind of practical
politics that a nation can tolerate is ciean politics. Secretary Tail at Akron brought his denunciation of Boss
signifiCox to a dramatic climax with the tremendously
cant declaration that if he should vote at all in Cincinnati
one
it would be to cast a democratic ticket. There is but
way in which the people of the whole country can settle
national shame, and
this question which has become astandng
together make
that Is bv the honest citizens, who
boss whenau overwhelming force, tc hit the bead of a
appears.
it
wherever
ever and
or
Denver has a Iiusiness Mens League, recently not
which have
gantzed. the names of the members of league
are: lo
been made public. The purposes of the Colorado, aided
to
business
build up the winter tourist
granted by
Jjy the special winter rates which have been
secure convento
systematically
work
to
ruilwavs;
the
of Dentions for that city; to extend the trade relations sections
developing
rapidly
ver and Colorado into all the
necessity the
of the west, and. as this tarries with it as a
exreadjustment of freight rates where discriminations
freight-ratdiscriminaof
removal
figlit
the
for
ist to
busition. Here is a most excellent hint to Albuquerque
,
ness men.

Just Right
The young man wants all the late
Ftyle klnks, and gets them all when
he comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar and lapels,' and the
are some of the
loose trousers
features the young gentleman will
want In evidence In bis fall suit.

la-s-

MICROBE. OF GREED

lars. asks:
salary of

Most young men come here
for
clothes. Many of them could not
be Induced to go elsewhere. I take
great pains In having my young
men's clothes

I

Kar away in that wonderful county,
Where the skies have deepest hue,
In the shailows cool,
By the foaming pool,
We may put on strength anew;

$5,-00- 0

Young Men's
Suits

OFF WIND

BLOWS

THE HEART OF THE HILLS

FRIDAY, OCT. 27, 1905.

"OLD TIMER'

AWAY FOR

W. 8. 8TRICKLER

Hie
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Supp'ies

DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

The St. Elmo

Wln3S,Brar.dl3S,Et:,

JOSEPH DARNETT, Prop.

S20 West TUiltcxd

Areae

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

FRIDAY,

ALliUQUEHQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

OCT. 27, 1905.

PROPOSE HOME

INTERESTING

FOR CITY'S POOR

VIEWS OF YERY

TALKS

ON OTHER

Attended Meeting
Held This Afternoon at
Commercial Club.

of

the

-

JACK DIXON FINED

E

e

v

$25

FOR ASSAULTING FRANK WEST

PROLONGED
FIGHT LAST EVENING CAME NEAR RESULTING IN
A TRAGEDY.

Jack DixoT- - and Frank West engaged In a fight lafet evening, whlcn
came near resulting In a tragedy. As
a result, Dixon was fined $25 in police court this morning for' assault,
or given the option of spending thirty days In the county Jail. West was
discharged.
It is not kuown just what started
the trouble, but the men 'nad some
angry words in the St. Elmo saloon
about 5:30 o'clock. 'The interference
any
f friends." however, prevented
Serious trouble. Hoth men then left
the St. Elmo. Dixon going out the
front way and West out ar the rear
door. As West stepped into the alley
lie met Dixon coming out of the rear
of Graham Bros.' saloon, and they
mixed' again. To protect himself,
West hit Dixon in the head with a
look.
The iiolice arrived on the scene before further violence occurred, and arrested Dixon. West was arrested a
few minutes la'er as he was on his
way to his room,
lloth men put up
a cash bond of f'JO for their appearance in police court this morning.
It was thought thai the trouble had
ended, hut about K:30 o'clock, while
West wa talking to some friends in
Graham's saloon, Dixon atm' in and
started after West again. To avoid
saloon
trouble West ran out
and weut to his room, at the corner
of Fourth meet and Copper avenue,
which is also shared by Dixon.
About 8 o'clock Dixon went up to
the room, but found the door looked.
West was on the inside packing his
clothes, preparatory to moving out.
Dixon tried to force the iloor, but
Wo.--t stood on hi; inside with a loaded shotgun, uiul warned Dixon that
if he came into the room he would
hmt him. Dixon evidently knew that
West meant business, for be did not
enter the room.
Tiie police ;inie.l o:i ti:e scene at
t'ns juncture, and both men wedlocked up in th" city jail for the night
to avoid further ditliculiy.
Attorney Thomas N. Wilkcrson defended West.
of-th-

FAVOR) JOINT STATEHOOD

TO COST $3,000.

-

$1.1!00,

Mrs. H. B. Ray represented

the

n

Benevolent society a"t the
meeting. Mrs. Ray said that the society was furnishing shelter .fuel and
food for twenty poor people and that
they received many calls for help that
they Were unable to meet. The $40
per month furnished the society by
the city went only part way round.
The. society Jiad tnade a IrMle money
eaelS, year, near Thanksgiving day by
giving a 'dance' and' this had helped to
tide them over he winter. They, were
very sorry that the SiBters had hit upon thW ln this yearv but she thought
that maybe "botn societies could give
one ball and divide the proceeds.
Move to Provide Home for Poor.
Rabbi Kaplan, of the Jewish synagogue, spoke at length upon the need
of a permanent relief from the present deplorable situation. Rev Kaplan
said that the plan talked of would provide only temporary relief. A home
for the poor is what is needed. Mr.
Kaplan told of a plan suggested by
Maynard Qunsul whereby a place
could be provided for the wandering
poor; a place where they could get a
meal and a bed by doing a little work,
sawing wood or by some other means.
Funds for the support of this would be
furnished by the people of the city by
annual subscription, in annual or
monthly payments, and the subscribers would be supped with tickets,
which they could give to a needy perami the meal
son who needed 3
would be supplied at the home If the
It was a
person wag really needy.
drunkard that begged lor money, the
ticket would not be given. That was
the plan for caring for the wandering
poor, but the caring of the helpless
poor and the indigent sick would be
provided for by another branch of this
organization.
The plan of a home met with the
approval of the meeting, and great en
thusiasm was displayed wnen airs.
Ray arose and announced that the
society
Noil Sectarian
Benevolent
held a Inquest of $1,700 which they
could use for just such a purpose, and
none other. It was left with the society for a home for the poor.
The plan partially' adopted by the
meeting and which will most likely be
nut into effect, is an association of
charities very similar to those of near
ly everv large city. It will be compos
ed of three departments, each to re
ceive its support from a general fund
contributed by the able people of the
city and distributed bv a board of directors. It will be a charity organization conducted on business principles.
ST0NE-B1RTWEL-

i

CONGRESSMAN BKOOKS

Dene-volen-

n

List twenty-fivim
'ears he has usually held some was
portant office in his own city. Me
fight
the promoter and leader in the
tor municipal ownership of the waterworks In MeaJville, which he won.
after a lone and bitter contest, in

which tne courts were often called
to decide questions.- - He was made
a member of the first board of water
commissioners, and for the longest
'erm, holding the office until the city
council decided to abolish thp com
mission and manage the system ly a
supervising committee of councilmen.
It is needless to say that Judge Roddy
is an earnest advocate of a city own
lng Its own water supply, which, he
n
says, has proved a jiopular sucee
his home city.
The Judge was greatly surprised at
what he learned aliout the fruitful- ness of all agriculture in this section.
He looked over Albuquerque ratnei
thoroughly, visiting several of her' In
stitutions,
f or tne nrst time in nis
life he saw 'gambling running wide
open, though be is G5 years old. He
was favorably impressed with Albu
querque and expressed confidence .In
her becoming a large and important
city In a few years, provided she can
secure additional railway connections.
In this connection be expressed the
hope that the, present trouble of the
Enterprise banjt of Allegheny, Pa
will not .prevent the 'buildJn of the
Albuquerque Pajjern, the completion
of which he said, would be of vastly
more benefit to this city than statehood couW pesisfelyvhe. -

PRESENTED

L

NUPTIALS

The Congregational xhurch, on South
Broadway, is to be entirely remodeled, is the decision reached by the
executive committee appointed some
days ago by the members of the
church, and which committee held a
meeting at the church last night.
' The improvements
are to be commenced at once. They are to consist
of the Installation of a new pipe organ, more comfortable pews, steam
heating plant, and the, repainting and
repaperlng ot the church edifice.. The
present plans call for Improvements
to cost at least $,3,W0 aiid tterhaps
."
mortv-l V A f :M
When the improvements are completed 'the' Congregtttionallsts will
have one of the handsomest houses
of worship in Albuquerque. , The new
pastor, Rev. J. W. Barron, is very
much gratified with the enthusiasm
the members have taken In the matter, and it is the pastor's intention
to give Ills congreg-atlotthe kind of
a church they want and deserve.
i

FINE PERFORMANCE
AT

LAS VEGAS

Matson, Manager Elks Theater,
.
. ,
Albuquerque, N. M. - .
As stated elsewhere in today's Citizen, "Polly Primrose" will be produced at the Elks theater tomorrow (Saturday) evening. The company will arrive from the north tonight, so everything will go off as advertised tomorrow night.
teleThe following
gram was received here this morn'
ing:
Ijs Vegas, N.' M., Oct. 27.
Carol Arden gave a fine performance last nUrht of Polly Primrose. You
can recommend the company highly.
O. A.

night at the residence of Mrs.
M. A. Bliss, 317 Sou h Arno street.
Mrs. Oiiva Morton Birtwell was mar.
,1.
W.
ried in Mr. H. J. Stone.
Barron, pa-tof the Cnngregat ional
church, oiliciiiing. The wedding was
and
a iiiiei one. only the relatives
very intimate friends of the contracting parties Icing present.
The bride has lived in Al'.uqiiei u,uo
many years and has a host of triciids
who will wish her a long and happy
wedded life. The groom is associa'i'1
with tile music firm of Leainard H
LindcniHiin, , and is an expel" piano
man. Tne couple will go to housekeeping at once in a borne the groom
lias furnished on South Am i f!i ).
R.-v-

-

MEIAL

MONEY

THE Big STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Manager

las

'

Closing quotations Received by Levy
B os., Correspondents
for Ixigao
it Bryan. Barnett Building.

'r

U. S. S., common

S. S., pfd

IT.

Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd
Wisconsin Central, common....
Oreene Copper

SENATOR ANDREWS TOOK

IP

HIS PAPER WITH

Elks' Opera House
SATURDAY
OCTOBER

$5,000

are showing

.or the ( Fall g
and Winter season, aew de-- Q
.1
signs in

0

Carpets. Rugs, Matting, Linoleum,

Superintendent James K. Allen, of
the Alhlinuernne Inrtlnri nchiwil
re
turned- last evening from
visit to'
the Indian pueblos of I.agnns nd the
;San Jose 'river 1n westerri
county, ' Mr. Allen's special'. business
on the trip was the inspection
of
two sheep dips being nut In for the
Indians, one at AlcCarty's and
other at I.aguna. The inhabitants of
o
these two pueblos own close to
sheep. The schools of Laguna
and the nearby villages are thriving.
aftd'the Laguna Indians are exceedingly prosperous as the result of a
good year for crops and stock.

Select Company of Players.
Original Complete Production, and
'
Accessories.
CARRIED
EVERYTHING
PLETE.
Management of
D. L. WILLIAMSON,
Prices, 50c, 75c and $1.
Seats on sale Thursday, October
26, at Matson's book store.

The rummage sale of the Congrega
tional ladies is In full blast at 214
West Gold avenue. The horse isn't
sold yet. but he will be if you don't
come soon. Kvery one says the
clothing Is cheap and tlie' food

WEDNESDAY,
7
NOVEMBER If e

HEINZ'S BULK PRESERVES AT
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO., .
"Good Things to Eat."

UNCLE
JOSH
SPRUCEBY

20,-oo-

'

'

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

14

'

0

Albert Faber,

0

Electric & Construction Co.

Southwestern

Of Kvery Description
Agents for the Crocker-WheelDynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence" Wlr-ln- g
a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the 'celebrated
"Gyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Res-

er

DAVE B. LEVIS'

Hi

Iiig Production,
20 PEOPLE
"HAYSEED-

.

-

-

j:

A

VoW ....

r.

vj A

taurant.

Saw-Mil-

216 SOUTH SECOND ST. j

0000NeV?OS0K00
0000
"S

))

The Colorado Telenhone Cn.

-

FOR THE

BIG PARADE
THE PRICES 35c, 50c, 75c.
Seats on sale at .Matson's book
store, Monday, October 30.
NOTE

Room 18, N. T, Armljo Building.

mi .

IK

ALL NEW SPECIALTIES
WATCH

h0'

J

Scene

l

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest
Member National Electrical Contractor' Association.

ELKS' THEATRE 0COv

Do you realize that you can ret
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for inferior
ser-vice- T

The only long distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

rates.

vyvtOOeoQ

$9
Refrigerators
OUR COAL YARD
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. .$6.75
la
chock
fuli
of coal that will gladden
$8 China Tea Sets
96
your heart and warm your house when
25c THURSDAY,
40c China Salad Bowls
it B cold. Fill your bins for next winDecorated Haviland China, at 20
ter now, and avoid the rush.
NOVEMBER
per cent discount.
LOOKI
25c
75c Glass Berry Set
ISIDORE WITMARK'S
20c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
American Block Coal, the best Gallup
$1.25
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
mined;
Lump, the standard
Success heating Cerilllon
$3.25 Comedy
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
coal. All sizes of bard coal.
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
WOOD!
THE
40c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
Factory
Wood,
$3 full load.
Urcrn
Buggy
Harness
$1030
$12.50
Mill

HENS
SPRINGS
BROILERS
SMOKED TONGUES
SMOKED BEEF
CERVALET SAUSAGE

305 Railroad Avence

Electrical Pumping Plants

Grand Operatic Orchestra.
Car Load of Special Scenery.
Novel Mechanical Effects.

$12

t0

Our prices are the lowest.

BAND

Special Prices
On the Following

DUCKS

t

0

And also a full line of

ELKS' THEATRE

dell-clou-

EAT

o

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies ,0

f Primrose

INDIANS ENJOY PROSPERITY

We

SALAMI

We

0

ANNUAL TOUR

JOSE RIVER

Football! Foot Ball I
Sunday afternoon at Traction park
between Albuquerque Athletic Association and the American Lumber
Company team. Admission 25 cents. Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making
TO

0

,

te

A

0

CAROL ARDEN

-

.

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

A dispatch
dated Pittslmrg, Pa.,
says that Senator W. H. Andrews apOF
peared at the Knterprise National
The Dainty Comedienne,
bank at Allegheny, on last Tuesday
morning and (ook up all of the Andrews paper that the bank held,
amounting to $5,000. The money was
a package of new currency, bearing
'
the wrapper of a Pittsburg bank.
IN
There is a vast difference between
Paul Wllstach's Comedy of the South,
fo.OtKl and f4oo.ooo, which the Morning Journal had Mr. Andrews getting
from the- - defunct Institutkin;,
SAN

H

A

For $9.50 yoti can take your choice of over fifty new and
stylish Coats, assorted sues, in shades of Black, Tan,
Castors and Fancy Mixture s. Coats are well worth $ 1 5

41

30
26
54

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City. Mo.. Oct. 27. Cattle
Receipts. 3.010, including 2'0 southerns; market, steady; native steers,
14'ifi; southern
steers, $2.2504.50;
cows.
fl.75CT2.75; native
southern
cows, fl. 75Ji4.75; stockers and feedf2.40iff4.15;
ers.
bulls, $22.80;
calves, f3.50fr(!.50;
western steers,
f3.504.60; western cows, f2JT3.25.
Sheep Receipts, 2.000; market was
steady;
muttons, f4.50fl; lambs,
$5.75fi7.75: range wethers, $4.00T6;
fed ewes, $3.9oj 4.80.

1

AN EXTRA OFFER IN WOMEN'S COATS

37
104
22

O. & W

Our Great
Coat Offer'

i

-

FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
in a desirable location. 21o North
Walter street. Gentlemen preferred.

THINGS

.

,,,,..,..

THE GREAT

Os0OeKOe00Os00

&rd

SAUSAGE

OPERA

KOSHER SAUSAGES
SMOKED WHITE FISH

SMOKED SALMON
DRIED HERRING
ROLLED HERRING
ANCHOVIES
SALT MACKEREL

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

fifty-eigliN-

mm
As

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
C

ir. ti.

iitt'd at Mm New York thea-

n METROPOLITAN

company

IAYGD0D

rutii-lua.L'- e

Will

do

all

yo ir

ING, and

a

m

d'x-to-

CLEANyour stove, at

.!j's per hour.
the rate of
Auto, 630.
Phone Red, 271.
311 North Seventh Street 31
1

FUN

n

jU

MINUTE.
See and hear the latest
New
laughing success.

York

The Wbole Dam Family
75c, $1 and $1.50. Seats
on sale Tuesday, October 31,

at

9

o'clock.

A.

CO.- -

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Both Phones.

Girls

EVERY

PRICES

B. H. BRIGGS

First St. and Oold Ave.

NEW MUSIC

Beautifully Gowned

CARI'KT,

ALL THE GIRLS
I.1KI0 (H it AI.MON'I) BENZOIN AND WITCH HAZEI, CREAM,
1IECAUSE IT'S THE ItHriT l'KKPA RATION MADE EUR KEEE-J- ;
THE l'. E AMI HANDS SMOOTH, WHITE AND SOET. SOLD
ONLY II Y

GORGEOUS PRODUCTION

ARTISTIC COSTUMES

The Cleaner

HOlSi: and VIMJW

I

NEW AND

C

l

Wood, 12.23 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.

ter for three month.

JU

1

I

1

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

GOOD

Wr?

Mil

Amalgamated Copper
X'V
American Sugar
1414
Atchison, common
S"
Atchison, pfd
1113
Baltimore & Ohio
112
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
7'.
Canadian Pacific
169H
Colorado Fuel ft Iron
444
Colorado Southern, common.... 2741
Chicago, Great Western, common 21 H
ft O. .
mm . w ft
Erie, common
i7
Erie, first
81
Louisville & Nashville
150V4
Missouri Paclflo
103
Metropolitan
121
New York Central
150
85Norfolk
Reading, common
126
Pennsylvania
144
Rock Island, common
30
Rock Island, pfd
74
Republic iron & Steel, com
264
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
954
Southern Pacific
69
t.
aul
179,
ac
Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal & Iron
87
;
Texas Pacific
34
132 4
I'nion Pacific, common

F. O.. BLOOD.

(The largest that swim)
Congressman Frank in K. Brook-- ,
SALT MILKER HERRING
SALT SARDELLS
who defeated Alva S. Adams I'm- repBLACKBERRIES
resent ltive iitiargi- - from Colorado to
i
congress. va.-- in the
STRAWBERRIES
the
BLUE GRAPES
city tiii illuming, cn route to bis RUMMAGE SALE
WHITE GRAPES
home at Colorado Spring from southBANANAS
ern Ari.ona, where he has mining inDKAWS BIG CROWD
Mr. lirouks supported tile
GRAPE FRUIT
terests.
session
APPLES
Joint statehood bill at the la
FRESH TOMATOES
LADIES MEETof congress and lie can be depended CONGREGATIONAL
upon to do so again at the next conING WITH MUCH SUCCESS, AND
GREEN BEANS
WAX BEANS
gress, although be has mining interSTORE IS THRONGED ALL DAY
WITH PURCHASERS.
FRESH LIMA BEANS
ests in southern Arizona, where the
.
sirong-e-tCAULIFLOWER
pr.iieM against jointure
CALIF. LETTUCE
The fit st tbi!:g '.'lie kivs to attract
is or li.r attention to the biK
CELERY
Mr. Brooks was met at the local deI
!,;:
pot by Hon. B. S. Ho ley, who
sale the ladies of the Con
PRESH OYSTERS
TWELVE KINDS OF CHEESE
church are eiving toda
been fori warned of his coming. Mr.
uud
I
BOILED HAM
an of ice tomorrow at 214 West Hold avenue,
Mr. Brooks ha
Kodi y an
suite of rooms hi Washington tog"th- - is a gaily decorated horse tied to the
curb, and kibbling at a bale of hay.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
If one looks at the sign attached to
A good football game. 'Varsity vs. the horse, dote, it appears botnewhat
"Good Things to Eat."
Menaul, Traction park, L':'lo p. m. Ad- ridiculous, so ridiculous, in fact, that B
mission 25 cents.
the ladies should have no trouble In

i

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

WOOL

Vegas Opera House.

TURKEYS

La-s-

(TOf.K

bar-gaip-

What is Albuquerque going to do
with its Indigent sick? This Is a question which has greeted the city every
winter for many years In the past and
which faces it now.m a niot settling
light.
Th.' piers' hosp'iul !s filled with
free patients, the
t
society have more poor than
they cr.n well take care of with their
Untiled means and yet many beggars
the streets. The city is overrun
WO'JLO-BSUICIDE NORRIS
with them, and the problem of caring
for them is a grave one. So grave has
It become that the uiiferent benevo- OUT
OF THE HOSPITAL, AN0
NOW CAUSING HIS WIFE TROU
lent societies have appealed to the
BLE.
city for help, and a meeting was held
at the Commercial Club this afternoon
K. Norris, who slashed his throat
E.
to organize some plan to provide this
the other morning with suicidal in
help.
It was the largest meeting of the tent, and was sent to the hospital for
kind ever held In the city and the In- treatment, was liberated from that in
terest displayed is very flattering to stitution yesterday and he immedi
proceeded to the residence of
the many philanthropic ladies anil gen ately
tlemen present.
After listening to his wife, at the east end of the Coal
avenue
viaduct, where he caused Mrs.
short addresses by E. S3. Stover, Nestor Montoya, Dr. Kaplan and several Norm considerable uneasiness by
Ws
threatening attitude. The frightothers, Mrs. Geo. L. Brooks was elected chairman of the temporary organ- ened wife called on Constable Jim
ization, and after further discussion, Smith, and asked for a peace farrant
against her husband, but just as the
D. A. Macpherson was selected secre
papers were being drawn up, the wife
tary.
relented, saying that "he may not
Albuquerque Hat Many Poor.
i
E. S. Stover represented the Sisters" cause any more trouble."
However,, blood was In Norris'.eyes,
hospital and read a tabulated report
he
on the charity the sisters have accom and last night about 7 o'clock
plished Aioth during the past three called at the house again, leaving a
years and the time since July 1, of the hote saying that he Intended to kill
present year.
These figures were his wife, or any one else who attemptstartling, and reflect vividly the good ed to Interfere with him. Constable
work being done at this institution, Smith was again sent for, but when
and furnish some Idea of the greatness the officer arrived on the scene the
of the problem which tlie city must fellow had disappeared and could not
cope with. These poor must be cared be found, but a warrant was promptly
issued for his arrest.
for.
This morning Deputy Sheriff WerDuring the past three years the
Sisters cared for 600 indigent sick at ner found Norris at. 311 East Croma cost of approximately $23.010. Since well avenue, and served divorce papJuly 1 the hospital has held 2:!5 pa- ers upon him. Mrs. Norris is detients. Of these 130 were pay patients termined to rid herself its soon as posand 105 were free. The cost of caring sible from her husband.
for one patient Is J1.25 a day, and the
cost of caring for the free patients at CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
the hospital since July 1, It will he
noticed, amounts to more than $'5.oou.
WILL BE REMODELtD
It was also stated that the hospital
carried an indebtedness of over $15,- oon, with an annual interest amountEXECUTIVE COMMITTEE HOLDS
MEETING AND DECIDES TO AT
ing to over $2,ooo. The appropriation
BEGIN
ONCE
IMPROVEMENTS,
of the territory to the hospital Is but

e

for

FIGUKtS

STARTLING.

LOCAL THINGS

Judge Thomas S. Roddy and wife
of Moadvllli?, Pa., left yesterday for
their home, after a couple of days
visit to their many years' friend and
former townsman. Dr. E. T. Lashells.
They had heen In attendance upon
the "Lewis and Clark exposition at
Ore.,
and were making
Portland.
their way home by easy stages, stop-pinfrequently, and at the more Important towns along the way, as the
judge Is anxious to make selection of
a winter home, in a place which is
attractive In climate, .people and appearance, and which offers opportunity for profitable investments. They
purposed to stop at Santa Fe and I.as
Vegas on their way out of the territory.
Judge Roddy has beep much In politics in Pennsylvania, making his first
essay upon that troubled sea a an
opponent of Senator W. H. Andrews.
In thl contest Senator Andrews carried off the victory. The Judire spoke
very highly of the New Mexico delegate to congress, and expressed his
confidence that he will come out all
right In the war which certain Pennsylvania parties are now waging
against him, and which the Judge attributed entirely to political reasons.
Though his first effort was crowneii
with defeat, Judge Roddy has always
taken so active an Interest In local

matters that

THE MARKETS

e

Interesting Visitor on Our Largely
City's Ownership
Water Supply.

disposing of the equine. The sisn
reads: ' For sale, by the ladles of the
Congregational church. Inquire within." The question Is. do the ladles
want the would-bpurchaser to Inquire within the horse?
The rummage sale opened this
morning and the store wss crowded
all day with people In search of
The store presents a very
Inviting appearance, inasmuch as the
ladles have decked every available
space with a bouquet of beautiful
chrysanthemums.
Almost env nrtlcle
that a person would wish to buy Is to
be found, among which are clothing,
boots, shoes, fine home cooking, candies and other miscellaneous articles.
Everything is "dirt cheap," as the
housewife would express It. The sale
will continue until tomorrow night,
and any one In search of a bargain
should not fall to visit the store.
The proceeds of the sale are to g6
Into the church fund to meet the cur i
rent expenses, and the ladles have
worked hard to make the sale the suc
cess It gives promise of being, and
tney deserve a large patronage.

PAQfi FIVE.

0
X

Auto

i

hone, 3DJ.

Bell phone.

A. BORDERS,

Hi.

Residence

unerl

Auto

phone. No.

29. 0

Director and Embilmor

Dlack or White Hearse, fj.OO.
Commercial Club Building.
CITT UNDERTAKER.

A
A

q

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING

PACE SIX.

Railroad Topi

MOST ANYTHING

The large bridge 'f the Santa Fe est advert iscment of the Santa Fe,
to te placed across the Cimarron at Scott was very angry, so he Bald:
A half page cut of Scotty holding
the point where the new line goes, Is
his cur dog, which made the trip to
on ilie siding at Springer.
New York with the mysterious magattracts the attenllrakcmon La Utie and Trott have nnte spcndthrlft.

CITJK&EIC

FRIDAY,

OCT. 27, 1903.

SPORTING...

...BREVITIES
WEST

T1AILROAD AVENUE

champions Is
BETWEEN
The tribe of would-bProIncreasing out on the coast.
tSE'COND
THIRD STREETS
v
moter McCarey of Los Angeles has an v
rr,TFrr
unknown under cover to spring on Al
n
m-s&x..-"We pity th' fools, but Kaufman at the proper moment; Sam 5
run
Spauldlng. a
with muscles
Been a ssigned to the RAton division tlton to his remarkable
"fergit abou th' people th't like steel. Is heralded as a fighting
s there are a large number of ex- to Chicago, and It is this audacity, as
every
marvel; .Jack McLean, the elongated
tra brakemen at Las Vegas, and not Scottr terms it. that cutsunhim
have t' put up with 'em. catcher of the Portland base ball club,
apologetic
time he thinks of their
enough at Raton.
Is also mentioned as a wonder of won-edrrefusal to give him a chance to break
McLean has a reputation not
Kngine 912. which was sent back to his own record and possibly his neck.
To make his mad all the madder,
confined to the coast boomers. He
Ia& Vegas from the local shops,
fought several good bouts In St. Louis
where it had been for repairs, has the Santa Fe has Issued a "Scotty
until the lid was put on. and then he
been taken to Raton by Engineer Special" looklot. which It advertises
turned his attention to base ball.
Quigley. Engine 912 was the engine for free distribution, and all the high
They're using live dummies In foot
A swimming carnival will be held
which had the smash up with No. 4 balls Rol King could manufacture yesterday had no cooling effect upon ball practice at Yale. There's no dan- in the N. Y. A. C. natatorlum during
at Tipton last winter.
ger of the supply ever running out.
at which conthe week of Ft'i.
Scotty's unsettled state of mind.
testant from Columbia. Yale, HarHe became so angry finally that he
J. !. Conway, wiio has been IdentiA
Is
suing.
man
his
wife
Cleveland
fied with the live stock department gave Rol King a power of attorney to for divorce because she threw a sea- - vard, Brown and Pennsylvania col- 0
0
leges, the Missouri A. C, Chicago A.
of the Atchison, Topeka & Wants Fe employ lawyers to institute a suit for shell
him when
read aloud. Ob- A., Milwaukee A. C, Illinois A. C, and
for the past twenty years, has been $lon,ooO damages, and directed his viouslyat she was in he
wrong.
seaA
the
'Urookllne Swimming club will take
appointed general live stock agent, business manager and adviser to get shell isn t very hard.
0
part. The events will Include A. A. V.
succeeding the late Ell Titus, with busy with the courts.
50
championship
yards
from
one
to
City,
Mo.
at
Kansas
headquarters
Maybe those Pennsylvania politicmile, hack stroke race Tor 100 yards,
SPEED LIMIT WILL
lans did it for a Joke.
relay race for
team, breast
anforeman,
Gibbons,
division
R. D.
BE.GOT BY ELECTRICITY.
nounces that engine 812. which was
The mayor of Chicago says the peo stroke race 1"0 yards, fancy diving
"Has the limit of speed jn railsent up to Las Vegas from the Albu- roads 'been reached?" was the .ques- ple are entitled to the streets. As he and water polo championship.
Joe Walcott. who is to battle with
querque shops, where it has leen In tion put to a score of practical rail- Isn't In the middle of a campaign for
nobody can account for the Willie Lewis before the Michigan A.
the hole, lias been assigned to the road men In view of the statement
C, at Detroit, Oct. 28, for the welter
ballast run. It is vacant for fireman made recently by President Newman statement.
weight championship, says he Is in as
and engineer, and the oldest men at of the New York Central railroad
President Roosevelt was merely good condition as he ever was.
point of seniority applying for this to the effect that he thought modern
putting the lid on the cabinet mem-- . When Walcott arrldentally shot him
run within five days will be assigned trains ran too fast.
self it was thought he was out of the
to It.
The reply was unanimous that It bers.
game for good. When the wound
had not been reached, and would not
I
"One thing about Softlelgh that
healed he could not close the fingers 0
"There are about one hndred and not be reached until the electric lo- like
.
is his politeness."
of his right hand, hut the hand has
firty car loads of cattle being held for comotive had been developed to Its
"Yes, he is polite. He s so polite been repaired, and Walcott Bhould be
shipment over the line of the Rock highest point of efficiency and was In
down when he's able to give a good account of himIsland near Liberal, Kan., with not a general use. Electricity will be the that he won't sit
rar In sight to move them, said S. motive power of the railroad of the talking over the telephone to a lady." self when the time comes.
X X X- -X
X X X X X X X
With the assistance of Tom Cooper,
It. Myers, a cattleman of Sabetha, future, they declared, and experi"Above all," said the life Insurance the
bicycle
champion.
Bar
City.
Mr.
Kansas
was
this
In
being
in
Kan., who
conducted
ments are
solicitor, "remember that you have a ney Oldfield is constructing a racing
Myers has about five cars of cattle country and abroad to perfect the duty
TERRITORIAL TOPICS
to your family. Life Insurance motor machine which is expected to
awaiting
range
near
Liberal
on the
electric engine.
your
Is
especially
of
for the benefit
V
eclipse anything for speed that ever
)n Cent
means of transportation.
Word for Each Insertions
tamlly"
x x x x x x- -x x X
made the dare devil drive over the
RAILWAYS AND TRAVEL
tesatw
proper
Te
cUssHlcallM
allowing vni to treacherous
me
for
for tils cola ma mast be la the office before 2 e'efock
U
Long
course.
Island
BUILD
IN ISLAND OF CUBA.
BURLINGTON TO
p. m. Ass phoses receive the mom caret al atteatloa that is ctrea te ads brosght te office.
waste any or your time, interrupted
Clarence Id. Mackay will move .his
EIGHT HUNDRED MILES.
All the railroads, with the exception the victim, but you have 1een Incor- 6trlng
WILL PROBABLY GO
of
mares
Btallions
brood
and
General Manager Holdredge of the of the Cuba road, are owned by Brit- rectly Informed, or you are laboring
INTO GROCERY BUSINESS
N. J., to Kingston
MERCHANT TAILORING
Hurllngton railroad has announced ish, Cubans and Spaniards, the British under an erroneous idea. My nan e is from Silver Brook, on
IF YOU ARE COMPETENT
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Price, formerly
Oct. 30. There
stud, in Kentucky,
fill ft blgh gratis basineM or technical position thr
having by far the largest holdings, lot jMcCuidy."
that the company will at once begin
of Santa Fe, ana now in to
60 in all. Including the famous
are
yoa
our
would
on
opportunities
which
a
to
llu
the construction of 800 miles of road writes Frank Carpenter in the Kan
they are liko man?
to consider. We have unlnue system of supplyUPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
stallion Meddler, for which he paid Washington, D. C, wherevery
right men forright places and right places tor right
to extend Its lines to Salt Lake City. sas City Star. The cars are on the
siting relatives.
likely ing
!t is
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
$!0,0K),
Banastar,
the
untried
ana
and
reiy on us to nil an
men,
employers
banareosor
The line will start from a point near American plan, with seats facing the
go
grocMr.
will
Into the
Prico
their resnonsthle positions. Our booklets, which are
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
winner of the Metropolian handicap that
our
an
ten
aoout
Broken Bow, Neb., and run to Bridge- front and aisles running through the
asking,
for
the
uimuoas.
unices
free
ry
business in the national capital.
at Morris Park.
n 13 cities.
port. Neb., where It will connect with middle. They are unusually comfortMy merchant tailoring shop la upGiw Moran. whose umpiring gave
HAPOOODS lac). Brmla Broken stairs over
COL. BURNS TOO OLD
No. 209 West Railroad avethe Guernsey, Wyo., line. Work on a able and especially so on the trunk
in
fine
such
satisfaction
Eastern
the
Building,
St. Louis
ei7 Chemical
TO BE A SUPERVISOR
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
line from Guernsey to Salt Lake City line from Havana to Santiago. The
may
League
be
season,
pressed
this
Hon. T. D. Burns, of Park View, did
will start simultaneously with that on United Railway company has parlor
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasWANTED
into service by the National League not enter the examination of candi- cars, with wicker swivel back chairs,
cut off.
as I have bad fifteen years' exthe Broken
again.
family.
WANTED
Hoarders. Private
ates for the position of forest scper- perience in the business. Suits made
which are especially adapted to this
denial
a
Clark
Griffith
with
out
is
606
Broadway.
South
Isor or; account of the age limit,
CONRAD INTRODUCING SUC
climate, and the sleepers which carry
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
that be Inteds trading Eberfield to which prevents Liu frpm bein.3 .1 car- - wanted Clean rags. inquire at to
CESSOR AT ROSWELL you from the eat to the west In
repaired. The specific I use will not
says
shortSt.
Ho
Louis.
little
the
The Citizen office.
age limit is between 21
iuate.
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
hours are made In
A. L. Conrad, for some time traffic about twenty-fou- r
stop will be found playing with the and 40 The
years and Mr. Burns is tJO
ANTKX) Three painters,
highest also cleaned and walking skirts made
managt r of the Pecos Valley & XTorth-- , the United States after a Pullman
season.
Yankees
next
ears or age. lie returned rrom san- wages. C. A. Hudson.
to order. Give me a triaL
eastern railroad. was In Ro?well the Pattern, but are higlier ana wun low
If Young Corbett follows his sceh- - ta Fe to his northern
home yesterday WANTED .Plain sewing; childrens'
O. BAMBINI.
other riav. Introducing I). I.. Mevers. ' er seats than our sleeping cars. In
Octoule,
of
will
finish
he
month
the
morning via the Denver & Rio Grande
formerly chief clerk of one of the deed, one can now travel comfortably
clothing a specialty. No. BIJ West
a
in
ber
fashion.
He
whirlwind
Do You Want Strength?
railroad.
Santa Fe offices, at Chieaco. who now all over Cuba.
Railroad avenue.
fought young Erne at Philadelphia
If you want to Increase your strength
takes Mr. Conrad's old place as traf- - The porters and conductors of the
,corrooms,
WANTED
with
Boarders
night;
tonight
Wednesday
will
take MYSTIC SHRINERS OF ARIZONA
he
you must add to and not take from the
at sleeping cars are yellow faced Cubans
fic manager, with headquarters
ner of Third street and Mountain physical.
on Joe Tipman at Baltimore, and on
WILL MEET IN TUCSON
In other words, the fooa
Amarillo. Mr. Conrad Is promoted to wno speak i.roken kiiglisn. ine con
H.
O.
road.
Eckers.
31 he will meet Kid Good
October
By
tacit understanding the Mystic
that you eat must be digested, asslm
lines are Cubans,
.the office of auditor of disbursements ductors on the main
man
Philadelphia.
is
at
Corbett
safe, Hated and appropriated by the nerves
Shriners of Arizona, will hold their WANTED A second hand
at Toneka. While his manv friends and there are newsuoys dressed In
training for his bouts In Philadelphia, next annual gathering at. Tucson, the
weighing from 500 to 700 pounds. blood and tissues before being ex
at Roswell congratulate him on his suits of gray linen, who work in the"Philadelphia
alWhen
Inquire at this office.
Jack" O'Brien members of the order in that city
pelled from the Intestines. Kodol Dy
rise, they every one regret to see Mr. trains with papers and novels in Spanmeets Al Kaufman tonight in their ready planning for their reception. FOR RENT Nicely furnished room spepsia Cure adds to the physical. It
Conrad leave this branch of the Santa 'sn anu cjngusn. smoking goes on in
bout
at
Francisco,
he
propose
San
to give the
Tucson Masons
Nothing Stopped Her,
with modern conveniences for gen- gives strength to and builds up
all the cars, and after our breakfast
Ke.
will give away at least 20 pounds. visitors the best time they have had
strength In the human system. It is
tleman. Address A., care Citizen.
at Matanzag I noticed that the news
George
by
get
hopes
O'Brien
many
to
a convention of the kind, and WANTED
come out In defense
the decision
n
boy puffed a huge cigar as he showed of slang.. Ade has
Ladles to bring their hair pleasant to the taste and palatable
Storekeeper Promotion.
no,
No,
outpointing
A
Kaufman.
to that end will soon have committees
he hasn't, either.
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All and the only food combination of
Several changes and promotions in hisSowares to the passengers.
Joe Gans. the lightweight cham- actively at work arranging the de
little reflection shows it's in defense
that will digest the food and
kinds done to order. 113 Iron avefar there are no dining cars of
company
pion,
Al
slang.
,
the storekeeper's department of the From
parted
Ade's
with
has
tails.
enable the system to appropriate all of
nue
20 to 30 minutes are allowed at
up
coupled
Santa Fe system were announced the stations
now
with
Herford and is
qualiits health and strength-givinfor meals, which cost
Gentlemen s second-hanWANTED
from General Storekeeper N.; M.
"Who's that fellow to whom you Jimmy Coffroth. Gans will go to the KILLED A LARGE WILD
DO to 75 cents.
clothing. No. 515 South First street, ties. Sold by all druggists.
There are also just
ON
PECOS
CAT
THE
'
Rice's office, Topeka, Tuesday, A. P. from counters,
spoke?
begin
coast
training
week
for
to
this
and at nearly every
of Tladuct. Send address and
Wolfe Is promoted from chief clerk lunch
Full of Tragic Meaning
"That fellow? He's one of our most his bout with Mike (Twin) Sullivan
J. N. Zook, prescription clerk at Ire- - south
peddlers bring fruit and eat distinguished
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. are these lines from J. H. Simmons, of
to division storekeeper at Raton, N. stoppage
is scheduled for Nov. 24 at San and's pharmacy, Santa Fe, has re
which
slab
artists."
"
car
windows.
M, to division storekeeper at the Rio ables to the
"Oh, a base ball pitcher."
Francisco.
turned from a two weeks vacation WANTED To loan 1 1,000 in sums to Casey, la. Think what might have resuit the borrower, without commis- sulted from his terrible cough If be
Grande division, headquarter, at San
"Spider" Kelly has been engaged to spent on the Pecos and in the moun
"No rubber in a Turkish bath."
TAKE IT IN TIME.
sion, at 8 per cent interest, on real had not taken the medicine about
Marcial, N. M. J. L. Rihn, former
get Eddie Hanlon in condition for his tains northeast of Santa Fe. Mr. Z00K
estate security. Address, J., CitU which he writes: "I bad a fearful
, Something Yarnell Overlooked.
fight with Aurelia Herrera, the Mexf was successful in fishing and hunting.
chief clerk to division storekeeper at
Just As Scores of People Heive.
zen.
In digging Dr. Yarnell's new well can, before the Pacific A. C, at Los He killed a large wild cat, the skin of
Richmond, Cal.. is made division storecough, which disturbed my night's
pay.
Waiting
doesn't
last week a fine specimen of
keeper, with headquarter at Las Verest. I tried everything, but nothing
Angeles on Nov. 3.
which he brought home, bagged a
MALE HELP WANTED.
you neglect the aching- back,
If
gas, N. M., and an appointment which
rock was thrown out.
After a careful study of the greatest number of grouse and got a good slz WANTED Men to learn barber trade. would relieve it, until I took Dr
surely Several tertiary
troubles,
diabetes,
Urinary
sea shells were Imbedded in fighter the world has ever produced ed buck. A number of his friends In
affects the Newton storehouse is that fallow
New Discovery for Consump
Moler's System College, Los An- King'sCoughs
rock.
Bub Fltzsimmons has arrived at the Santa Fe have enjoyed the venison
and Colds, which comtion.
Kidney Pills relieve back the
geles.
Doan'a
.Geologists say this rock was formed conclusion that Jeffries is an accl sent from time to time.
pletely cured me.' Instantly relieves
chief clerk to General Storekeeper, ache.
by shells in the hardened sediment of dent. Fitz says only one man of Jeff's
FOR RENT
N. M. Kice, in tne place or K. rt. Bar-tel- l,
and permanently cures all throat and
Cure every kidney 111,
the bottom of the sea several mill sort Is produced in a century. "Hes GOVERNMENTAL MACHINERY
prevents grip and
who has been assigned to special
Rooms with board. 8lS lung diseases;
FORRENT
Albuquerque citizens endorse tbem Ions
- pneumonia.
FOR MAKING TEACHERS
of years ago long before Adam not the regular run of men," declares
work out on the line.
At all druggists; guarSouth Third street.'
residence 717 breathed
Mrs. M. J. Butler,
Dr. Bob. "I gueBs he's a sort of
r
Judge Layton, superintendent of FOH RENT
the air of paradise.
Nice room, everything anteed; 60c and 1.00. Trial bottle
East street, says: "When I went to Yarnell doesn't
seeing the
in Arizona, says
FEDERAL GRAND JURY
boy for the particular Job he public instruction
new and pleasant 415 North Seo free.
pharmacy for Doan's movement of theremember
the
Alvarado
glacial drift in his had to do." Fltz says Jeff is bigger that notwithstanding the government
CONSIDERING REBATES. Kidney pills, I had an attack of back'
ond street.
I
he would have simply and stronger than the ordinary mortal al machinery for making teachers in FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms;
PAY
THE HIGHEST CASH
It is reported that the Kansas City ache. It was only, one of many which yard. If he hadupon
set
well
the
the
and
end
let
continues
demand
territory,
FOR
YOUR
RAILROAD
PRICE
the
and hits harder than anybody in the that
federal grand Jury, which will be in had annoyed me for two or three
gentlemen
preferred.
No.
519
West
fill
In
Hardly
day
drift
Lafayette
supply.
it.
West
around
a
to
exceed the
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
prize ring.
session all week, will spend most of years. At first they were mild, and
avenue.
Railroad
(O.)
not
passes
receive
Indicator.
letters
OR
he
does
BUY.
SELL
PAULSEN'S ASSOthat
Jack Welch will referee the fight
its time investigating the subject of I expected that they would leave Just
Two elegant rooms, sult-abl- e CIATION
114
TICKET OFFICE,
rebates by railroads. Several govern- as mysteriously as they came, but Since the president has ordered the between Al Kaufman and Philadel rom some county In the territory ask FOR RENT
for man and wife. 415 North WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
ing him to send them school teachers.
ment secret service men have in Kan- with the passing of time the attacks cabinet members not to speak to the phia Jack O'Brien.
preferred.
if
street.
Board
Second
present
he
has
letters
time
At
George I. Winter, pitcher for the
the
sas City for some days and have ibeen were more frequent and of longer du special correspondents, the following
Wards of Pneumonia.
Boston American League base ball from Graham, Cochise and iavapal FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
dividing their time between confering ration. I used three boxes of Doan's rules should be posted at
White
the
housekeeping. Large and airy. Cor- All coughs, colds and pulmonary comcounties,
and from some of the coun
team, has married' the nurse who wait
with the United States district attor- Kidney Pills and was rewarded with House:
ner of Sixth street and Railroad plaints that are curable are quickly
ney and gathering information. Ru- - an entire cessation of the aching. Up
ed on him while' he was ill three years ties there are foiir applications.
No
of the cabinet shall ago in
avenue.
cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
hospital
in
The
Boston.
mor has it that some men who have t0 dat6i and lt l8 considerably over read amember
the
newspaper until the censor nurse was
COLORADO MINER
Clears the phlegm, draws out Inflamlarge
May Willis.
FOR
Mabel
furnished
RENT
One
named
been active in the commercial club Ri mnnth. nlnr-- I ntnnnerl th treat- - has cut out all articles
RETURNS TO SANTA FE
room, suitable for two men. Mrs. mation, and beals and soothes the afRufus Waldorf, the '04 star, has
may be among those who will be first ment tner0 has not been a gIgn of 'deem unsafe for them towhich he may
read.
Geo. W. Green, who has been min
H. E. Rutherford, corner of Broad-wa- fected parts, strengthens the lungs,
to clash with the law. It Is Bald that any recurrence.
the Notre Dame squad. He is
Any mennlier speaking to a tele Joined
ing near Silverton, Colo., for some
wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
160
weighs
a
pounds.
and Iron avenue.
and
rebates have been paid to many ship-jiorBO
by
delers.'
Price
all
For sale
phone girl shall be removed from his
From London comes the news that months, has returned to Santa Fe FOR RENT
both In the old direct way and cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Apartments in Park pleasant to take. Sold by all drugCo., Buffalo, N, office.
Jockey He will remain at home a short time,
in the more modern fashion of pay- Y., sole agents for the United States
View terrace, eight rooms each; gists.
Members must turn out the lights Johnny Relff, the American
Ed then return to work. In southwestern
ing for "damaged goods."
H.
modern equipment throughout.
Remember the name Doan's and In their homes 'by 9 p. in., and be in is betrothed to the daughter of Den'
Colorado, this fall has been very cold
mond Blanc, trainer for Lord
H. Tllton, room 19, Grant block.
55
lake nn other
bed not later thaa 9: 05 p. m.
section
In
mining
operations
that
and
man.
tnA&Y "8WI IT" WILL
Nicely
furnished flats PAINTS. OILS, VARNISHES AND
Correspondents speaking to cabinet
will soon have to be suspended for the FOR RENT
' nE
and rooms for housekeeping. Also
Tne pantatorlum.
rt.j
officers shall be punished by six
BRUSHES.
Mr. Green came overland
winter.
NOTICE OF SALE.
The Los Angeles Herald says: j c'.othes cleaned, pressed and dyed months' Imprisonment in the nearest
flat with piano. Apply Mrs.
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather,
and en route, while on the Tlerra
Scotty to the limelight again. Ree-jA- n
viaduct,
K.
Norrls,'
E.
east end of
dothes called for and delivered workhouse.
(First publication October 21. 1905.) Amarilla land grant he did some huntRobes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palrailroad runs and legui-- , 2116 West Silver avenue. Auto phone
cor.
st.
Iron ave. and John
By virtue of a decree of the Uis ing. He shot a wild cat and three
When dining at hotels
members
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
mate theatricals are not sumcient to 721. g. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
must not speak to the waiters. All trict court of Bernalillo county, New wild turkeys. He also saw the track FOR RENT Two large store rooms, stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
asatisfy the cravings of the Death
orders must lie given to the head Mexico, made and entered on the 20th of a bear, but did not have the time
warehouse and twelve living rooms. Pelts.
For All Kinds of Piles.
vallev mvsterv. and now be will seek
waiter. Members are advised to dine day of October, 1905, in a certain pro to follow and pursue the animal. The
suitable for hotel purposes, with 109 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
the footliehts in another rolt that of To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a in private roams when possible.
large yard In rear and all necesceedlng pending in said court wherein tracks were twelve and
f
inch
cut
scar,
or
cure
to
leaving
a
without
law.
to
resort
plaintiff
j
in
a
a
sary outhouses. Everything new and
Any cabinet member caught giving Wii.iam L. Trimble is plaintiff, and
bv seven inches, and indicated a
Scotty proposes to sue tne sum a r e nuns, sures, leuer, eczema una an orders to the cook shall be deemed A. A. Tilmble, executor of the las es
modern. Mrs. Brault, corner of
very large animal.
for tloo duo damages because the rail- - skin and scalp diseases, use DeWltt'i guilty of a misdemeanor.
S
Broadway and Marquette avenue.
will and testament of Lawrence
way company has used the picture of Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
Cabinet members must not wear Trimble, deceased, and
ad SOCIETY OF THE FULL
FOR RENT Two sunny, beautifully
himself and his "yaller pup" to adorn blind, bleeding. Itching and protruding whiskers.
MOON OF SANTA FE
ministrator of the partnership assets
John W. Abbott, Prop.
furnished rooms, with eastern and
piles.
Stops the pain instantly and
an advertisement of the road.
of W. L. Trimble & company, and the
The Society of the Full Moon held
southern exposure, in private home.
When he was shown a copy of an- cures permanently. Get the genuine,
heirs at law and legatees of Lawrence its regular meeting in this city last
ANNOUNCEMENT!
Bath. No.315 West Lead avenue.
Only tho B0t
eastern magazine containing the lat- bold by all druggists
S. Trimble, deceased, are defendants
night, initiation being the business of
FOR 6ALE
0842 on the docket of said the evening, says the New Mexican.
numbered
Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes court, the undersigned will on Wed
Butter Meats, and Eggs
deer and a doe. In
candidate for the honors was FOR SALE A office.
Stillborn announces the opening of a nesday, the 15thday of November The
quire at this
any citizen of
and
Lewis
Anderson
studio in rooms
Barnett block. 190o, about the hour of 10 0 clock
109 North Second St.
Santa Fe, who may have been "shy" FOR SALE 175 will buy a windmill,
Miss Kremer is a graduate of the in., on the premises hereinafter de one chicken this niornlug is requested
complete. W. W. McClellan, 109
Michigan Conservatory of Music at scribed, sell at public auction to the to overlook the fact, as ono of the reSouth First street.
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice highest bidder for cash, the following quisites to the successful initiation of FOR SALE A young horse, good
and piano. Miss Stillhorn is a recent described real estate situate, 1ing a member
Angeles
Into the society Is that he
driver; cheap. Call at
arrival from New York and will take and being In the city of Albuquerque furnish one pullet
Movin
for the edification
Shippin'
roomis hoiire. South Third street.
Orayin
a limited number of pupils in drawing County of Bernalillo and Territory of of
the other members. This society
riwino- tr late frosts last spring the great American cranberry crop is
water
and
colors.
Studio
from
hours
New Mexico,
ha-a paradoxical name, as all meet
great short huh nrevails
FREIGHTS
:30 to 12, 2 to 4:30.
now estimated short about 100,000 ba yrrels. If this
Lots numbered ono (1), two (2) ings are held during the dark of the
will be very steep
harvest,
ready
to
cranberry,
neari
the
of
tart
price
the
three (3), feur (4), five (5) and six moon, that time being absolutely es- oh Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
us once, you'll
have
Tou
Don't Borrow Trouble.
about Thanksgiving Day.
(ti), of block nine (9), of the origina sential to the success of the candi- Wagons and other Chattels; also on
again.
Prices right;
call
It
Is
anything.
a
habit
to
borrow
bad
AND
REWAREHOUSE
together date's efforts to get a puliet. One of SALARIES
of Albuquerque,
Here are some facts about the cu
but the worst thing you can possibly townsite
there ain't no gougin.
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and ar high
racon
society
tne
all
with
improvements
thereon,
is
of
that
laws
the
the
borrow, is troublo. When sick, sore. sisting of a
rious cranberry.
frame stable and other zors must be left at the door of the as 1200.00. Loans are quickly made
heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
by the structure
Name derived frem Crane Berry.
One
By the Albuquerque Transfer Men
Time:
used by the firm of W. L club rooms, the same to be returaed and strictly private.
pains
poisons
dyspepsia,
and
of
bilious
& company in the conduct of after the meeting is over.
Is native of America.
This is month to one year given. Goods reness, Bright's disease, and similar In Trimble
your
possession.
Our
rates
main in
tne business of said firm.
simply precautionary.
Cultivated largely in Massachusetts,
tel nal disorders, don't sit down and
are reasonable. Call and see as besale will be made subject to
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
New Jersey a "s Wisconsin.
brood over your symptoms, but fly for theTheapproval
evening
borrowlag.
fine
a
wants
Every woman
fore
of the said court, and
relief to Electric Bitters. Here jrou upon confirmation
SALE FEED AND TRANSI
LIVERY,
always
CO.,
LOAN
price
a firm, red acid berry.
been
has
THE HOUSEHOLD
of the sale, the pur coat, but the
win nna sure and permanent forget chaser will
FER STABLES
a good and sum too high for the greater majority. Not Steamship tickets to and from all
Cultivated In swamps and bogs,
receive
fulness of all your troubles, and your clent deed, and will be let into po
Horses and Mules bought and exparts of the world.
so now, for if you will attend the sale
which can be flooded to protect the
body will not be burdened by a load of
changed.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
coats at the Golden Rule Dry
session
the premises, which will of flne company,
vines from frost.
debt disease. At all druggists. Pries be sold of
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
you will And them
315 West Railroad Ave.
Goods
as
whole,
di'
and
without
a
aoc. Guaranteed.
Crop gathered by hand, but devices
Second street, between Railroad and
See
PRIVATE OFFICES.
pi iced within the reach of all.
vision.
nave been invented to facilitate the
Copper avenues.
Open Evening.
window display.
A. A. TRIMBLE.
5 TO
10 SAVED ON EVERY
work.
Executor
will
and
of
testa
last
the
Crop is distributed over the whole
TICKET.
men and women,
ment of Iwrence S. Trimble, deIV.
country, and some of it is exported.
8S7.51C bushels, equal to 329,172 barSEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW.
I'm His U for utiDittural if
ceased,
administrator
and
V
I to Ut.J
MADE
HOME
PICCALILLI
JF
AND BUILDER.
Chief use is for Jelly to cat with rels.
CONTRACTOR
PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
of the partnership assets of W. 1 M J Onarautn-eHi Irritation
ur uli ttiiuut
turkey ami other meats, and as a fillAND
Crop is distributed in barrels. It is BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE
Ml i atrlaiiir).
f mutiutti luBiuUi us.
& company.
Trimble
T
PaiuLt, aiiJ Out wtnu
ing for pies and tarts.
SARATOGA CHIPS,
retailed from the barrel In groceries. CHEAP.
114
Office and Factory
RAILROAD
WEST
msChMhi Co. itut ur Kitiiuoui.
hi
Owing to its qtiulUies and the time AVENUE.
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
There are three cultivated varieties
AT
See the window display of the Rio 7
7
.
,
ciftimiari.o
kviit
Uranisu,
7
differing slightly in the khape of the of year wMu it matures, the crani; nlmn vrnprr
9 tArc.
Grande Woolen Milts at the Globe
t.,a. j Tr ortr muisprox.
Albuquerque, N. M.
prepaid, fol I
:Tu
berry keeii.-berry.
well. It can be kept
8ARATOGA
rt"l
CHIPS FRESH EV store, then ask for those 3.0 walk
f
The lWHl crop of craaberrlfcs was througboflt the winter la atoruge.
Phenee, Auto. 1S; Goto., Black Iti.
ERAf DAY AT MALOV'8.
log skirts.
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The Store Behind

The Big ffiiobe Sign
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ON WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

five-me-

Is.the place to procure the best staple Dry
Goods, Notions and Furnishings, at prices
asked for inferior goods sold elsewhere.
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MOOT BEAUTIFUL CHILD IN

N.PEACH &C0.m

HEALTH

GOOD

REAL ESTATE DEALER
Increases the pleasures of life a hundred fold while bad health brings
Automatic
'phone, 635. Office. 208
nothing but suffering and discontent.
If you're sickly, we urge you to build
West Gold Arenue.
up and strengthen the system by us-

THE WORLD IS BONNEY BOY

ing

INTO
RAPTURES
LITTLE SON OF OMAHA.
GO

OVER
HIS PARENTS TYPICAL

7t

T

r
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mm

Omaha, Neb.. Oct. 27.
"The most
beautiful child In the world," la the
extravagant sounding title which has
been bestowed on little Benjamin
Hlrkford Bonney, 5 years old, by his
j
admirers.
The facial beauty of "Bonney Boy,"
as he Is called, Is enhanced by his.
sunny disjKihltion and affectionate na-- j
ture. So far, at least, he has not been
spoiled by the praise showered uwn
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WOMANV FOREIGN

New

MISSIONARY WORK

York,

Oct. 27. The annual
session of the general executive
of the Woman's Foreign Missionary society of the
Mdthodis-Episcopal church, was opened here
this morning in St. Paul's church.
The committee consists of three delegates from each of the eleven
branches of the society, extending
from Maine to California. It includes
also the literature committee of three.
Every branch is represented by a full
delegation. The society numbers in
its constituency 217,000 members, and
its yearly receipts amount to about
1300,000, not including the money raised by the general missionary society
of the church.
The society Issued four monthly
periodicals of a general character,
and many other publications of foreign languages, published and distributed in various foreign countries.
The work of the society extends to
India, China, Burmah, Japan, Mexico,
South America. Bulgarln. Italy. Korea, Africa, Melanasla and the Philippine Islands. It employs 290 missionaries, of whom twenty-siare physi'
clans, and conducts 539 day schools,
two colleges for women, thirty hospitals and dispensaries
and many
other charitable institutions.

BICGEST SHIP IN THE WORLD
HOW THE MONSTER

committee

AMERIKA

COMPARES
SCRAPER.

WITH 32..TORY

SKY- -

x

FOUR THOUSAND KILLED
IN RAILROAD MISHAPS
FIGURES FOR THE LAST FISCAL
YEAR SHOW PROPERTY LOSS
OF ALMOST TEN MILLIONS.

'

Washington, O. C, Oct. 27 The
statement of railroad accidents, recently issued by the interstate commerce commission, covered only the
last quarter of the fiscal year. The
figures for the entire fiscal year are
now given as follows:
Total number of passengers killed
1n train accidents, 350; passengers
in train accidents, 649. The total number of employes killed in accidents was 7!8; injured. 7.052. There
were 187 passengers killed in other
than Train accidents, and 3,542 injured, and 2,4(33 employes killed in
other than train accidents, and
injured; a grand total of all
classes of 537 passengers killed and
H,4o injured, and 3.261 employes
ki lied and 45,421 injured.
This shows an increase of 117 passengers killed and l,9t;3 injured, and
a decrease of ion employes killed and
an increase of 2,1 tio employes in'
jured.
There were fi.224 collisions during
the year, with a money loss of
and 5,371 derailments, with a
money loss of $4.Kt;2.t;o2; a total of
11.5H5 collisions and derailments, and
a total money loss of $9.71 l.ti.'ti being
done to cars, entities and roadways.

i

38,-37- 4

CLIB LIVEkY

TO INSPECT MICA MINE IN
SAN ANDREAS MOUNTAINS

The parties owning the recently
discovered mica mine.-- in he San An
dreas mountains. New Mexico, are arranging to leave the latter part of 1M1;
week to Inspect the property, says the
I

1'aso News.
Some eastern capitalists who are
aJso inteiested in the e.uiiua are expected in KI l'aso this week, when it
is expected that plans will be perfected to work the properties on an
extensive scale. It is proposed to put
a large force of men to wink at once
and place the mica on the market this
winter. A description of the xtent
anil character of the vein was lately
published in the News, which it is
of mica
claimed is the largest
ever found this side of Soiah

a-S-

'

lK'Witt's I.mle Karly Kisers. These
Famous Little Pi'U are so mild and
effective that children, delicate ladies
and weak- - people enjoy their cleansing
effect, while strong people say they
are the best liver pills sold. Sold by
all druggists.

The Hendrie

W. Railroad Avenue.

There is, perhaps, no nielu in the
year which the popular imagination
has stamped with a nw
peculiar
character than this.- - It i said to tie
a relic of Pagan times, for there Is
certainly nothing in modern church
observances to which the origin of
the day can be traced. It is characterized by extraordinary
uotions and
what seem in this day and time remarkable practices, especially in the
older countries.
The leading Idea of Hallowe'en is
that it is the time of all others when
supernatural Influences prevail. It is
supposed to be the night when spirits
walk universally abroad, both of the
visible and Invisible world. One of
the special characters attributed to
this mystic evening is the faculty
conferred on the immaterial principle
in humanity to detach Itself from its
corporeal
tenement
and wander
abroad throughout the realms of
Bpace.
Divination Is then believed
to attain Its highest power and the
gift of calling spirits from the
"vasty deep" becomes available to all
who choose to avail themselves of the
privileges of the occasion.
It is the time of all others, when
small dealers do a rushing business in
nuts and apples, these being everywhere In demand. Various ceremonies
are performed with these, some of
them entirely for the purpose of creating merriment. The nuts are not
cracked and eaten, but are made the
means of vaticination in love affairs.
The practice of putting three nuts on
bars of hot iron, naming them after
their favorite lovers and watching
their method of burning is a practice
that has. gained wide spread fame In
the songs of poets, especially those
of Scotland, where the practice Is BaH
to have originated.
The love sick
maiden Judges her fate by the burning, as slated; a steady burn denoting
a true lover, a flash a fickle one, and
the nut named after herself, burning
with anotiier, a sure marriage.
Other practices described at length
by Hums in his noted poem, "Hallowe'en," are still practiced by young
people, and furnish no end of amusement to counteract the supposed
character of the night. The
practice of ducking in a tub of water
after slick apples is a great favorite
with lKiys at a Hallowe'en festival,
while the
method In determining the fate of nwids and old
bachelors, described by the poet above
named, is said to be still practiced in
strictly orthodox Hallowe'en festivals.
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Pioneer Machinery House ol the West

The

Steam, Electric and Hydraulic Engineering. Mlne and Smelter Supplies, Engines, Boilers, HEATING APPARATUS, Compressors, Saw
Mills,
Machinery, and Engineers'
and Machinists
Tools and Supplies. Western agents for Ths American Radiator Co.
Special Catalogues on Application.
g

Wood-Workin-

California

Located on the Be Sen

Cut-o- ff

'
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rxxxxx
$25

Bolthoff

Mfg. and Supply Co

PIONEER BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKE3 A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.

TIMES

&

$25

1621-163-

Seventeenth Street.

9

DENVER, COLORADO

q

Second Class Colonist Rai.es
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Sept. 15 to Oct. 31

Unredeemed
Diamonds
you
can
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Established In 1882

F. G. PRATT
agents

& CO.

0000000000 000000O0O0tt

Sole
for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'a Coffees, Im
boden'a Granite Flour.

MELINI & EAKIN,

Butter Beet
Earth.

Ordera- - Solicited.

Wholesale

and

tl-u-

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and 0. F. C. Whiskies. Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries
HUlsboro Creamery

0VO0OVS1

I
save
money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable'
house; tnat means you buy diamonds right
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
Investment, that's as good as government bonds. Diamonds Increase V
in value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and Increase
your prestige. You are cordially Invited to call and Inspect my
beautiful line of gems at prices Jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
-- 45.,
wnat I offer at retail.
ROSENFIELD, Ths Pawnbroker,
The Man You Can Trus
1189 Railroad avenue, net door to the St. EH mo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

Stopovers allowed In California. For particulars, call
on any agent.
H. S. LUTZ.
J. J. BYRNE.
Agent
G. P. A., Los Angeles, Cal.

on

Free Delivery.

214 South Second Street.

The Williams Dtag Co.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE,
LOANS
Automatic phone 4S1.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

Q. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

Proprietors.

Prescriptions AlWays ,
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY. GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WXX)L
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

A. E. WALKER,

117 WEST

riRE
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C. Raldridge's
yard.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

TO D I y

r ITERE

TOTI A ORAD I

AVENUE,

RAILROAD

WELL

Santa Fe Restaurant

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
OYSTER8 RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

IN

SEASON.

Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. 8UNTAGG, Proprietor.

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates. $8.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings. $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
GOc.
All guaranteed.

ff

FOUND AT LAST
laundered without shrinking. We

Woolens
have added to our al-- '
ready well quipped laundery a machine wtth which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
of The Atchison, Topeka

&

Mo

v

Santa Te Railway

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico
s

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

K

A Pleasure to All.
No Pill Is as pleasant and positive as

0

CIGARS

F. COPP, D. D. S.

HANDS

An Important business change took
place last evening.
K.
when
H.
Strong ftild :lv London Club livery
to C. Criuriis. a neweoiuer from North
Dakota. The purchase price is said
to have been $1,mh1. Mr. UriDBla Is
liveryman and will
an experienced
make extensive improvements iu the
mable.
L. L. Ayrts. wh has had charge of
the ttable during the past few months,
has left the ci'.y and will encase iu
business elsewhere.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Cigar.

Faith Not Necessary.
You may be Just as skeptical and pes
simistic as you please. Kodol will
digest what you eat whether you eat
New York, Oct. 27.
The monster)
The Amerika is equipped after the or not. You can put your food In a
Hamburg-Americaocean liner, Am-- j fashion of the most ultra exclusive bowl, pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia
erlka, Is in this country, on her maid-- , and expensive hotels, her most costly Cure on it and it will digest It the
same as
It
In your stomach.
en trip, and is the biggest thing that suite being placed at $2,500 for a can't help itbutwill
cure Indigestion and Dyever crossed the Atlantic. She is so single passage.
spepsia. It Is curing hundreds and
B.
faith and some
long that if some giant of old should
The Amerika has cvomniodations thousands some had
17, N. T. Armijo Building.
Room
yon
cure
If
will
didn't. Kodol
medi
turn her upon her stern in front of for 4,000 passengers, and
carries
with cine can cure you, whether you have;
the city hall park, she would com- ease Di.000 tons of cargo. Her hold faith In It or not. Sold by all
pletely eclipse the Park Row build- Is 74 feet t! Inches.
The imperial
The Fuehr Undertaking Company
ing, which, with Its 32 stories and suites
contains accommodations for
A Selling of Opera Coats.
total hilglu of 3S0 feet, is the tallest seven persons, which include private
Greatest bargains ever offered in
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
structure in the city of New York. sitting room, dining room, bath rooms, afternoon and evening coats, at the
307 West Railroad Avenue.
The Amerika is 0S7 feet long.
bed rooms, with couches and berths. Golden Rule Dry Goods company. See Bath 'Phones.
Oav or Night
window display.

.stEBaasasfc,

AGAIN CHANGES

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

SIMON

bowl-of-wat-

d

LONDON

PAGAN

RICHARDS

113

that the end of Onober is
drawing near the superstltioii.sly inclined are making preparations for
the orhodox celebration of Hallowe'en. Halloween Is the evening of
the 31st day of October and ix what
Is known as the eve of All Saints'
Day, which comes on the first of

In

date he has traveled extensively, alBENJ. BRICK KURD BONNEY.
,
ways attracting a great deal of atten
exhibition. The father was reluc- - golden hrnun .ria
tion. It was while at a gathering
i.
j ,i
children at the gardens of Paul de,tan t. however, to have his boy go so shoulders are nr.he.i in n.,rf0,.t
Longpre. the famous flower artist, at far away from home and so some metry.
wsrc unuu oi nun ann.
r usuuena, ui.. mai me cnua canie
Heredity has done much for the
iu nusaen, wno is now warning noy. His father, a tvnical American
into prominence.
Walter Russell, noted painter of
but
, - man.of Scotch descent. Is a handsome
children, saw him there. The great
...oc uu nave Puu uie ciuin neHis mother Is a
of
that none of his photographs do ceptional hejuty. The brunette
painter offered to- take the child to
child's ancee-hinew York City with hiffn and paint
Justice. His delicately molded tors as far back as four generations,
his portrait, which would be placed features are surmounted by a mass of i were noted for their beauty.

'

OF

IJly

Now

M
MM!
JMMMIf
"Bonney
Omaha,
born
Since
Boy was
Neb., on April 26, 1900.

Smoke the White

Superstitious People Believe
That Ghosts Walk Abroad

i
i

.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

s.

v

him.

The most beautiful child in the
world."
Walter Russell, paiut- er of children. New York.
"No artist can portray this
child as God has made him."
Kohler, photographer and artist,
Pasadena, Cal.
"Resembling a flower in his
beauty, but' Imbued with loveli- ness and grace far more exquis- ite than the rarest blossom."
Paul de, Longpre, flower painter.

Meat Market

BITTERS

'

' 'fr

S.

jfi

Wholesale Grocers

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Hundreds of sickly people have acSteam 8ausag
Factory.
cepted this advice and are now well
EMIS KLEINWORT,
and hearty. It is the best health Masonic Building, North Third Street
.vaker
the public and a'.wavs
cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Costive-nesB. A. 9LEY8TE9
Poor Appetite, Female Ills, or
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE)
Malaria. Try it.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
HALLOWE'EN NIGHT
Automatic Telephone, 174.

i

:

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
V4

THIRD STREET

v

HOSTETTER'S
ARTISTS

PAGE SEVEN.

or l.iio business and residence

lolS, Sl.e
feet, laid OUt With broad So and
,it hnnco .net.
niitilie
Streets. With allevu 20 feet wide, with beautiful lllko ami nnl.lio nnrU nn,1 crnn.l nt.t Kha.li" treechurches, Commercial club; a population of l,5'io inhabitants; largi st mercantile establishments in New .Mexico; the Helen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily; large winery: three hotels.
restaurants, etc. Helen is tile largest shipping point for wool, H iitr, wheat, w ine, beans and hay In Central New .Mexico. Us importance as a great commercial railroad city in the m ar future cannot be estimated.
ing $H;.0o0;

ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO

OVtR THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.

The lots offered are in the center of th city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation); no sand or gravel,
coal and wood jar.l, drus sto e, harness shop, etc., etc. Also a
modern hotel.
first-clas-

We need a

first-clas-

s

It
!!

bakery, tailor shop, thoe hous..', jeweler, plumbing thop, planing tui'l,

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M. BERGER,

JOHN BECKER, President

"tSftSsTSW

9CFVX'

B&TJ3flP

3k.

H

Secretary

ALHUOUEKOUE EVEN IMG CITIZEN.
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Tlhog'Ihite for tine

Buyers

P

Several dollars are required to e"t a really good pnlr of shoes. If
you pay too little, you get trali. Hnd if you pay too much, you are
paying for a name or a fad. At this store, we steer a middle course.
We do not sell shoos so cheap that they cannot wear, nor do we ask

q

This is a popular, reliable, dependable shoe store. Come

fancy prices.
and see us.

Reliable Sheet

Men's

.$2.00 to $4.00

Women'i Reliable Shoes $2.00 to $4.00
Children's Reliable Shoes $1.00 to $2.50
Babies' Reliable Shoes.

.

LOCAL AND

.50 to $1.25

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy tonight and Saturday
with local rain east portion.. Tonight
solder in southeast portion.
Ford Harvey, of the Harvey system
of
houses. Is speitdlnic the'ilny
in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. .lames Sayres, of 7M1
Slate avenue, left !at niht for Florida, where they will spend the winter.
If you want to see an interesting
football panic he at Traction park tomorrow at 2: So p. in. Admission L'5
cents.
Mrs. L. Lund and Miss C. Heart are
upending a couple of days In Santa
Fe looking over the antiquities of the
old town.
Geo. 11. Itrewer, the life Insurance
adjuster, left this morning for Wagon
Mound, where two small fires have
occurred recently.
Regular meeting of Harmony lodge
No. 1, I. O. O. V.. tonight.
There
will be initiation, and all members
are urged to attend.
Regular services at Temple Albert
Friday evening at 7:4."i. Kabbl Jacob
H. Kaplan will lecture on "Image of
God." Everybody is welcome.
C. F. Spader, of .lemez, accompanied by his sister and aunt, of
city, who spent yesterday in the
city, left last night for New York.
The ladies of St. John's guild gave
a supper last night In the Guild hall.
The supper was well patronized and
the ladles served a delicious menu.
J. A. Welnmann, proprietor of the
Golden Rule dry goods store, and M.
Mandell,
left this morii
Ing for Denver to be absent from the
city three or four days. .
E. L. Doheny, the California oil
magnate, arrived In the city from Los
Angeles Um, night In bin sp90ntT'ai
"Estelle." He left for points In ..Mexico
at midnight, where he goes to look
after his extensive mining interests
,
in the repuullc,
The Ritchie Amusement company
will hold' forth at the Casino theater,
oid town, Sunday afternoon, beginning
at 2 o'clock, producing some of the
most marvelous and Interesting feats
ever seen here. General admission for
adults 2n cents; box seats, 35 cents,
and chi.dren, 15 cents.
Joseph 15. Saint, of this city, who
has been absent from the city for
some weeks, is now In Duluth, Minn.,
where he is engaged in Interesting
Duluth capital in one of the biggest
mining propositions In Arizona. A
company is now being formed, with a
capital of $200,000 to develop property located near Globe, Ariz.
The congregation of the Mount O
ive Baptist church is making a desperate effort to free itself of all debts
and obligations. A grand rally was
held last. Sunday which was a financial success. The pastor, Rev. C. H.
Brooklns, Is endeavoring to place the
church on a solid financial basis with
the aid of the members of the church,
and he Is meeting with much success.
Luciano Cardelaria, In charge of
250 lambs shipped from Grants station
by the Bibo Mercantile company, pass
ed through the city Wednesday lor
Denver. ' The lambs were fed at the
local stock yards; then again at Santa Fe, where they were transferred to
the Denver & Rio Grande road, and
continued on to Denver. The lambs
were In first class condition, and
brought top prices.
Rev. J. C. Rollins, who will succeed
Rev. Wilbur Fiske as pastor of the
Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal
church, has arrived from his last
charge In Arizona, accompanied by his
family, and they are stopping at the
Columbus hotel preparatory to moving
Into the house vacated by Mr. Flske.
Rev. Fiske and family left for Tempe,
Ariz., last night, where Mr. Fiske will
take up the work Just left by Rev.
Rollins.
The American Hatter, a periodical
published in New York, and as Its
name Indicates devoted to the hat industry, In Its October number publishes a handsome half tone of the
Alvarado hotel In this city and a hair
tone of a sample room In the big hostelry. In the latter picture appears
E. L. Washburn, the clothier of this
city .Inspecting the samples of hats
shown by Walter S. Iangdon, who travels In the west for Hrigham, Hopkins
Co., the Baltimore straw hat manufac-

A FALL

GOODS.

IN CANNED

Especially s to prices is certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, ve
must pet rid of our canned stock fine
as It Is and our reduced prices will
make thera move In a hurry. Mark
you: they're Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out they must go, to your great bene,.
fit. Hurry up if you want any.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second

St.'

The Triumph of the Piano MakerThere are undoubtedly, good qualities

In

every

s'ariirS p'sno. isut

THE GENUINE CHICKERING
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, Is admitted to be
the standard of superio: lty for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

'THE WIHTSOJN MTJSrC
114 SOUTH SECOND STREET.

CrO.

Sash, Doors,
9
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofi n g'.

.

Mail Orders Promptly .Filled..

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

LUMBER
-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR 8TUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE THIS
NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
YAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:

0

0
ANNOUNCEMENT

23

FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1
WE WILL GIVE ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLATINUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
T IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON & KELEHER, MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

--

RAILROAD

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive aprelai aitentlon.

AVENUE.

EVERITT

LEADING JEWELER

SEALSHIPT OYSTERS
Pine Points
Virginia Standards
Houma Selects
SAN JOSE MARKET.

for the

utci-(-tary-

better

one direction.

strive

WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE

to

Others

In

per-

Strictly fresh creamery butter ...2"c
, .2oc
Cooking butter
3 cans of condensed cream
23c
1 package Grape Nuts and 1 pack25c
age Force
12 gauge loaded shells,. No. 4 shot,
per box
v.. ... .4.1c
8(c
Palne's Celery Compound
80c
Peruua ,Y
Piukham's Vegetable Compound ..80c
7 cans sardines
25c
10c
Scotch Oats, per package
U5c
3 bottles
pickles
Arm & Hammer Baking Soda, per
06c
pound
2 pkgs cold water starch
15c
can of Vienna cocoa
...lfic
THE MAZE,
WM. KIEKE. Proprietor.

perfecting

the advancement
of things.
The suits are on
display la this

outside a
merchant tailoring
fit,

Today, It doesn't

make

$J2--

store. There are
any dozen different patterns. Prices range

to $255S

S

SIMON
STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

The University of New Mexico foot
tne Menaui wnooi
team tomorrow afternoon on the fair
grounds gridiron. Doth teams have
been practicing faithfully during the
past week and a good game Is looked
for.

WHITNEV COMPANY

II

:

iM

iV,

South Flnt Strctt

M3-M5--

MERCHANTS

,

Ducks.

C

nnlv Sfinrt Order Ltineli
Room in theCitv. Fine Cotfcc

aspccaity.

J

401-40-

2 6 S. Second St.
1

oooooooooo
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F
E

i
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SALE
COME TO THE RUMMAGE
214 West Gold avenue, October 27

at

and 28, under the auspices of the la
dles of the First Congregational
church. Clothing, hoots
and miscellaneous articles, at lowest
prices. Home cooking and candy, in
plenty and variety.
One or the nicest places In the city
is the pool hall, No. 115 West Railroad avenue. Call and enjoy
and-Bhoe-

s

Meal,
John
Home Base
liurnors; Mountain Oak and G eat Western Heaters. The most complete line in the city,
.
it "J . , .
AT LOWEST PRICES.
QUICK

II niKCIDnmI ,
UUOOAI1UI

Two Bis Stores

"

CO.

cfc

'

WM. M'INTOSK.

IvKTAIL

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear

To get your Stove Woik done before the rush. Quick
Van fc Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection

QUICK

iouth Second St.

HARDWARE

Now is the Time

HOT BLAST HEATERS.

m

O00000000 ' K
Subscribe for the Evening Citizen

Proprietors

WIIOLF.SALl'1

S

IS Wtst Railroad Ave.
C

POST

B. J.

DINNER

Or between meals, any time, tn
fact, one of our "La Plata Eagles" lssa delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most critical smoker. This Is only one
of the many good things in our
stock; of choice cigars. We mention a few others to show you
our values:
Don Florlo, 3 for
25c
Don Recardo, 2 for
.25o
High Life
6
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano, So

The University and Menaul football
REPAIR 8H0P.
teams play at Traction park tomorfitnvAtt ranalrail mnA apt nn flirnl
row at 2:30 p. m. Admission 25 cents.
ture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
APPLES $1.50 per box.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
SAN JOSE MARKET.
i

II

Nortfr Frnt Strrtt

3

A

Tfi

CHAS. F. MYERS.

.

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

nail team will meet

SMOKED MEATS
SAUSAGE, ETC.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
"Good Thinga to Eat."

.

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

t

c--

M.

are
clothet

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

.................

OYSTERS

how

Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE

..FRESH DRESSED POULTRY,

shows

It

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

summer eniong northern relatives and
friends, has retruueri to the city.
Attend the "strong man's" entertainment at the Casino theater, old
town, Sunday afternoon.

The main facts In our new fall and
winter shoes for men, women and children are here. Good style, good fit,
good comfort, good wear. All leathers
$1 to $4. C. May's popular piMced shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

this'

well some men

PLUMBING

II

In

store.

perfect

GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S

.

FRESH POULTRY
Broilers
Fryers
Hens
Turkeys

suit, ready to wear,

Just a few years
ago, a fat man
couldn't get a auit

place to while away the shop.
hours at the pool hall, No. 115 West
Railroad avenue.

ble.

fitting

clothes.

A fine

Dancing at the Casino.
The regular Saturday and Sunday
night dances at the Caaino will be
given as usual. Today two large heaters were installed In the auditorium,
and these will make it very comforta

fat he

perfect

a
'

right here

Some men
fect battleships.

how

may be, he can get

another.

MILL.

or

Is,

small and

Other

tt

.

R

man

Some men strive

All graduate nurses of the city are
requested to meet at room 32, Bar-nebuilding, Monday night, October
lio, at 7 p. m. to organize Nurses' Association. Those unable to attend and
please send
wishing to
their names. Mary P. Hunter, M. D.
A. A. A. vs. A. M. C. Sunday afternoon at Traction park Admission 25
cents

Don J. Rankin, tiie Insurance agent
In the N. T. Armijo building, celebrated his 48th birthday yesterday.
Mrs. Frank Kirster. who spent the

READY-TO-WEA-

things.

In

Notice.

a.tl-Uu-

of thia city but for the

ETC.

MADE JO FIT,

Life Is a continuous strife, usually difference, how big and how fat a

See the window display of the RIo
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3,50 walking Bkirts.

PLANING

OCT. 27. 1905.

FAT MEN AND THEIR SUITS

i

Jesse
Wheelock
and three children, former residents
past several
years residing at Providence, Rhode
Island, arrived here last night, and
were around town today meeting old
friends. It Is understood, after remaining here a few days, they will go
to Denver, where they will reside In
the future. Mr. Wheelock Is a well
known architect and under his supervision the N. T. Armijo block, the
Commercial club, and other local
buildings, wero constructed.
In a few days. Mayor McKee will
appoint the delegates to represent the
city of Albuquerque at the mining congress to be held in El Paso during November, and it has been suggested
Mr. and Mrs.

rt'hen bought right are a good Investment. Our prices are right We lnvltt
you to call and examine the beautlf Jl diamond
goods we are offering; also

JEWELRY,

.

DILL PICKLES
SAUER KRAUT
HENRY GOETZ RELISH
SOUR MIXED PICKLES
THE "JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
"Good Thing to Eat."

Win-;'o',v-

turers.

J A M ONDS

WATCHES,

,

Dancing at the Casino,
Don't forget the dances at the Casino on Saturday and Sunday nights.
Excellent, music and a good time assured all who attend.

,

.lack-Harris-

New-Yor-

C0C00000OfOf)0Os)0

that he appoint men who are identiThis morning, a
fied with mining.
gentleman state i m The Citizen representative that Mavor McKee Should
notoverlook Win. Chaplin. K. L.
Washburn. .Iain - Met'ori Iston. Hen
Johnson, .lame P. May and
all of wliem are now developing
properties In either the Cochitl or
Hell canyon iivtrws.
Mrs. Emily Cray, nn estimable lady
who spent last winter In thts city and
returned to In r home at Tyrone, pa.,
to witness the m li nage of her daughter. a again in the city, and registered
last evening at the Alvarado. Mrs.
Cray Is accompanied this time by
thre of her children Misses Aura
and Catherine, ami Paul Gray, and after remninlim lure a few day will
continue fart tier west, the objective
point being San Francisco. MrsGray
has many frit nils here who would be
pleast Uv have the lady and children
remain here indefinitely.
Dr. H. L. Cltilson, a well known
,
young physician and surgeon of
ft't'ti. t'v.' west litis morjun.o
ning. ncci.;'i;i u ititi Ui this city Dr.
G. E Sampson, who conies here to
have an opera 'ion performed for a decayed bone. Pr. Sampson has placed
himself tin lei the care of Dr. Cornish.
Manager Fields, of the Holmes Supply company. Isleta. is In the city on
business. He says the Santa Fe railroad company lias commenced on
some needed improvements at Isleta,
and the depot has been moved to a
more convenient place, up to the
switch.
Wo.-i- J
"oiin s iirm Wichita Kansas,
to Ih'j rtler: that Mr.-- W .1 Johnson
is gminc r."iig r. icily arri ha nn
pro-.ewt nd-- ttiilx in th;.t lower
y wnl
remain
Tiie
away another month.
Miss Agnes Schmitt, sister of Mrs.
Eugene With, left this morning for the
east, and on October 24 she will sail
for Bremen. Germany, She purchased her ocean ticket through the Paul
Toutsch ngeticy.
Regular meeting of Harmony lodge
No. 1. I. O. O. F., tonight. Ad members
and visitors requested to be present.
UyirilfT of noble grand. J. J. Votaw,
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For everybody

who wants to make a

clean-cu- t

stroke.

We carry many

different sizes ani styles to select from. Try a Wlssi

MEAL RANGES.,

Ml Aii

QUICK MEAL.
QUICK

MtAfc
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We offer for ten. days only any vSuit or
Overcoat in our West window for Fifteen
Dollars. vStudy tne window and com
pare values.
P
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E. L. WAvOTBURN CO.

West Gold Avenue
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tKUCK
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Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Ecllpsa
Wind Mills, STARRETT'3 Machinist Tools a specialty.

t No. 215 West Railroad Avenue
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